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Convection and its interactions with transport of heat, water and momentum are essential in understanding many aspects of the climate system, for example, tracer transport
in both the troposphere and lower stratosphere, the modelling of rainfall and prediction
of climate change. The goal of this dissertation is to examine the role of convection variability in the related atmospheric composition transport and rainfall processes using both
observations and climate models.
The relationships between deep convection and the global diabatic heat budget are
studied to understand the coupling between convection, temperature and general circulation. By examining the influence of convection on diabatic heating in the troposphere and
stratosphere, we can gain a comprehensive understanding of the tropical convection and
its influence on large-scale atmospheric circulation and stratosphere composition, especially on the cross-tropospuase transport of water vapor. We show that transient variability
in deep convection is highly correlated with diabatic heating throughout the troposphere
and stratosphere. Enhanced deep convection is linked to amplified heating in the tropical
troposphere and in the mid-latitude storm tracks, tied to latent heat release. Enhanced
convection is also linked to radiative cooling in the lower stratosphere, due to weaker
upwelling longwave (LW) from lower altitudes. Transient deep convection modulates LW
and shortwave (SW) radiation in the troposphere, with compensating effects that are
linked to variations in cloud fraction and liquid and ice water content.
vii

Then we explore the the variability of lower stratospheric (LS) water vapor in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) monsoon regions based on satellite observations and trajectory model simulations driven by diabatic heating in reanalyses. The links between
stratospheric water vapor, fluctuations in deep convection and large-scale circulation and
temperature are quantified. Results suggest that temperature plays a dominant role on
water vapor variations with stronger convection leads to cold dehydration temperatures
and a relatively dry stratosphere. Besides, the seasonal increase of stratospheric water
vapor can be attributed to the geographic variations of convection and resultant variations of the dehydration center, of which the influence is comparable to the influence of
the local dehydration temperature increase. Specifically, the seasonal geographic shift of
the dehydration center from the east to the west Asian monsoon region with warmer
tropopause temperatures could increase water vapor significantly.
Dry biases over Southern Amazonia are observed in Community Atmosphere Model
version 5 (CAM5). We use hindcast simulations to track the root causes for the biases.
Results suggest that the dry bias is present by day 2 (24 to 48 hours) of model integrations and is very robust for all the seasons with largest bias magnitude during the
southern summer (Dec-Feb, wet season). The near-surface-warm biases and low biases
of humidity in the lower troposphere that exist since day 2 may be significant factors
influencing the dry biases. The low biases of humidity are contributed by both physical
components (shallow convective scheme and Zhang-McFarlane convective scheme, and
maybe weak turbulence term), and dynamics (weak moisture convergence). We further
evaluate the CAM5 with a higher-order turbulence closure scheme, named Cloud Layers
Unified By Binomials (CLUBB), and a Multiscale Modeling Framework, referred as the
“super-parameterization” (SP) with two different microphysics configurations to investigate their influences on rainfall simulations over Southern Amazonia. The two different
microphysics configurations in SP are the one-moment cloud microphysics without aerosol treatment (SP1) and two-moment cloud microphysics coupled with aerosol treatment
(SP2). Results show that both SP2 and CLUBB effectively reduce the low biases of
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rainfall, mainly during the wet season, and reduce low biases of humidity in the lower
troposphere with further reduced shallow clouds and increased surface solar flux. These
changes increase moist static energy, contribute to stronger convection and more rainfall.
SP2 appears to realistically capture the observed increase of relative humidity prior to deep convection and it significantly increases rainfall in the afternoon; CLUBB significantly
delays the afternoon peak time and produces more precipitation in the early morning, due
to more gradual transition between shallow and deep convection. In CAM5 and CAM5
with CLUBB, occurrence of deep convection appears to be a result of stronger heating
rather than higher relative humidity.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The dissertation aims to achieve a better understanding of atmospheric system from the
perspective of convection by using both observations and climate models. The chapters
of this dissertation reflect the evolution of my understanding from the basic knowledge of
convection and its interactions with diabatic heating, to their applications to current two
major issues: one is about the controlling factors influencing stratospheric water vapor
over the Northern Hemisphere monsoon regions; the other one is about the processes
influencing dry biases over Southern Amazonia in climate models. With a background in
statistics, my work attempts to understand the basic physical mechanisms by exploring
the statistical relationships among the relevant fields.

1.1 Motivation and Objectives
Convection is of central importance in the transport of heat, water and momentum in the
atmospheric energy cycle. It is foundamental to understand the dynamics of the atmosphere, especially the linkage between different scales of circulation. It is also important in
the study of tracer transport in both the troposphere and lower stratosphere. The modelling of climate and prediction of climate change heavily relies on the physical assumptions
of convection. However, the physical processes associated with convection and its interaction with the large-scale circulation are insufficiently understood and their representation
in climate models is at best incompletely resolved.
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1.1.1 Foundamental understanding of convection
Convection is a key driver of the atmospheric circulation and the global climate system.
However, deep convection in the atmosphere is complex and difficult to quantify in full
detail. One common approach to evaluate the space-time behavior of deep convection
based on satellite measurements of Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) [Ohring and
Gruber, 1983]. In the tropics and mid-latitudes, variability of OLR is primarily linked to
high-altitude clouds and deep convection and exhibits correspondingly complex behavior.
Gridded OLR datasets, because of their continuous spatial and temporal coverage, have
often been used to infer changes in the amount and height of clouds, intensity of precipitation and associated latent heating [e.g., Xie and Arkin, 1998; Hu and Fu, 2007 ; Park
et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015].
Another proxy to analyze convection in details is diabatic heating, due to its significant
role in the atmospheric circulation. Diabatic heating originates from latent heating, turbulent heat fluxes and radiative processes, and these separate components are linked with
many aspects of the physical climate system. For example, large-scale moisture convergence and condensation, associated with latent heat release, are responsible for developing
convective systems. Organized deep convection in the tropics is linked to variations in
diabatic heating, which in turn drives circulations on large- and small-scales (e.g. climatological monsoon structures, Hoskins and Rodwell [1995] ; El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), Nigam et al. [2000]; Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), Li et al. [2009]; mesoscale convective complexes, Houze [1989]). Convection has strong and complex interactions
with radiative heating due to diversity of cloud formations and convective behavior. A
large amount of research has focused on quantifying diabatic heating associated with deep
convection [e.g., Ling and Zhang, 2013 and references therein] and developing corresponding parameterizations for large-scale numerical models [Bretherton, 2007]. A further use
of diabatic heating rates is to drive vertical circulations in diabatic Lagrangian trajectory
models; such calculations have been shown to be much less dispersive than corresponding
kinematic calculations (based on diagnosed vertical winds) [e.g., Ploeger et al., 2010].
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Recent studies have utilized diabatic heating rates to drive Lagrangian trajectory models
to study the circulation and transport of different tracers, finding reasonable agreement
with observations [Schoeberl et al., 2012; Schoeberl et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016], which will be shown in our case study on stratospheric
water vapor. Such work has prompted detailed studies of diabatic heating rates from reanalysis data sets [e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Wright and Fueglistaler, 2013]. However,
such analyses are typically focused on time average statistics, and there has been less
emphasis on quantifying and comparing sub-seasonal variability.
This dissertation aims to answer the following two questions by using reanalyses data
products and OLR measurements:

• How to understand the sub-seasonal variability of diabatic heating associated with
fluctuations in convection systematically?
• What are the implications of the changes of convection on atmospheric heatings in
both troposphere and stratosphere?

With those questions answered, we can have a comprehensive understanding of how
convection influences the atmospheric transport processes and precipitation biases in the
following two studies.

1.1.2 Stratospheric water vapor
Water vapor feedback, mainly controlled by water vapor changes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS), is the single largest atmospheric feedback to
global climate change [Forster et al., 1999; Held and Soden, 2000; Dvortsov and Solomon,
2001; Cess, 2005]. Variation of water vapor in the UT/LS contributes significantly to the
3

global climate change through modifying radiation budget [Forster et al., 1999; Held and
Soden, 2000; Solomon et al., 2010] and influencing chemical processes, particularly ozone
depletion [Evans et al., 1998; Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Shindell, 2001; Stenke and
Grewe, 2005; Anderson et al., 2012]. Increasing or decreasing of water vapor concentrations in the stratosphere could accelerate or decelerate the global warming [Solomon et
al., 2010].
Satellite observations indicate that water vapor in the lower stratosphere (LS) is characterized by maxima during the Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer in the regions of
the Asian and North American (NA) monsoons [Rosenlof et al., 1997; Randel et al., 2001;
Dessler and Sherwood, 2004; Milz et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015].
These climatological summertime maxima can influence much of the NH via large-scale
transport [Ploeger et al., 2013] and contribute to the moist phase of the annual cycle
in global stratospheric water vapor. The LS water vapor maxima occur near regions of
deep convection and are embedded within anticyclonic circulations that characterize the
upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) monsoon regions. While the climatological
behaviors of the LS water vapor maxima are well known, the processes that maintain
and control this behavior are less well understood. In particular, the relative influences
of overshooting deep convection and large-scale circulation and in situ dehydration are
poorly known.
This dissertation objects to answer the following questions using satellite measurements and trajectory model simulations driven by diabatic heating:

• What are the seasonal and sub-seasonal variabilities of stratospheric water vapor in
the monsoon regions?
• How do deep convection and circulation/temperature behavior influence the observed variability of water vapor?
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1.1.3 Dry biases in climate models
The Amazonian rainforest, as a significant component of global carbon cycle, accounts
for approximately 15 % of global terrestrial photosynthesis [Field et al., 1998]. Changes of
precipitation in this region would not only influence regional water and energy balance,
but also the global carbon-climate feedbacks and atmospheric CO2 concentration in the
21st century [Cox et al., 2004]. However, state-of-the-art climate models have been shown
to have large biases in reproducing the rainfall climatology in recent past and large intermodel discrepancies in projecting future rainfall changes over Amazonia [Li et al., 2006;
Vera et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2013]. Such an inadequate representation
of rainfall and its future changes in the climate models has been a major source of uncertainty in projecting future atmospheric CO2 centration and resultant climate changes
[Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Friedlingstein et al., 2014].
Significant low precipitation bias was first found among nearly all climate models that
participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) phases 3 (CMIP3)
of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), including the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmospheric Model (CAM). Such a low rainfall bias was then attributed to the underestimation of the surface latent flux [e.g., Li et
al., 2006]. However, despite of improved surface latent flux in the CMIP Phase 5 (CMIP5),
the low rainfall bias still exist [e.g., Yin et al., 2013]. In particular, in the Community
Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4), a leading global climate model widely used
by research community in the United States, rainfall is underestimated over southern
Amazonia despite of overestimate of the surface latent flux.
This dissertation objects to answer the following questions by comparing the model
simulations and observations:

• What processes control the dry biases over Southern Amazonia in the models?
• How to attribute the causes to different convective parameterization schemes?
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• How do different parameterizations change the rainfall simulations over Southern
Amazonia?

This part aims to test the response of rainfall over southern Amazonia, where the low
rainfall bias is centered, to several treatments of convective and cloud processes, and the
atmospheric boundary layer, in the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5), a
widely used global atmosphere model as a component of the Community Earth System
Model (CESM) developed at NCAR [Neale et al., 2010].

1.2 Research Focus
This main part of dissertation has five chapters. Each chapter corresponds to an independent manuscript. The first three chapters have been published and the latter two are in
preparation or submitted.
Chapter 2 investigates the influence of convection on atmospheric heatings by analyzing the relationships between outgoing longwave radiation and diabatic heating in
reanalyses. The material presented in this chapter has been published in [Zhang et al.,
2016b].
Chapter 3 studies the main processes that influence the sub-seasonal variability of
stratospheric water vapor over the NH monsoon regions, which has been published in
[Randel et al., 2015]. Due to its close connection with the next chapter, it is included
in this dissertation. The author of the dissertation largely contributed to conduct the
research in the publication.
Chapter 4 further explores the influence of convection and dehydration center shifts on
water vapor transport to the stratosphere over the Asian monsoon region. The material
discussed in this chapter has been published in [Zhang et al., 2016a].
Chapter 5 focuses on identifying the causes of dry biases over Southern Amazonia in
climate models by using hindcasts. This work is based on collaboration with Lawrence
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Livermore National Lab scientists and the draft is in preparation.
Chapter 6 further studies the influence of different parameterization schemes on rainfall simulations over Southern Amazonia in climate models. This material corresponds to
a manuscript revised for publication in J. Geophys. Res. - Atmos.
Each of the chapters described above is organized in the journal publication format.
They are mainly presented in five sections: (i) abstract, (ii) introduction, (iii) data and
methodology, (iv) results, and (v) discussion and conclusions. Additionally, Chapter 7
summarizes the global conclusion and findings obtained from the five main chapters.
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Chapter II
Relationships between outgoing
longwave radiation and diabatic
heating in reanalyses
Substantial portions of this chapter were previously published in Zhang, K., Randel, W. J.,
Fu, R. (2016b), Relationships between outgoing longwave radiation and diabatic heating
in reanalyses. Clim. Dyn. doi: 10.1007/s00382-016-3501-0. The supplementary materials
in this study can be found in https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.
1007%2Fs00382-016-3501-0/MediaObjects/382_2016_3501_MOESM1_ESM.docx. Zhang,
K. and Randel, W.J. designed research and wrote the paper. Fu, R. contributed ideas to
analysis and revisions.

2.1 Abstract

This study investigates relationships between daily variability in National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), as a proxy
for deep convection, and the global diabatic heat budget derived from reanalysis data sets.
Results are evaluated based on data from ECMWF Reanalysis (ERA-Interim), Japanese
55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) and Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA2). The diabatic heating is separated into components linked to
‘physics’ (mainly latent heat fluxes), plus longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) radiative
tendencies. Transient variability in deep convection is highly correlated with diabatic
heating throughout the troposphere and stratosphere. Correlation patterns and composite
analyses show that enhanced deep convection (lower OLR) is linked to amplified heating
in the tropical troposphere and in the mid-latitude storm tracks, tied to latent heat
release. Enhanced convection is also linked to radiative cooling in the lower stratosphere,
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due to weaker upwelling LW from lower altitudes. Enhanced transient deep convection
increases LW and decreases SW radiation in the lower troposphere, with opposite effects
in the mid to upper troposphere. The compensating effects in LW and SW radiation
are largely linked to variations in cloud fraction and water content (vapor, liquid and
ice). These radiative balances in reanalyses are in agreement with idealized calculations
using a column radiative transfer model. The overall relationships between OLR and
diabatic heating are robust among the different reanalyses, although there are differences
in radiative tendencies in the tropics due to large differences of cloud water and ice content
among the reanalyses. These calculations provide a simple statistical method to quantify
variations in diabatic heating linked to transient deep convection in the climate system.

2.2 Introduction

Diabatic heating is a key driver of the atmospheric circulation and the global climate system. Diabatic heating originates from latent heating, turbulent heat fluxes and radiative
processes, and these separate components are linked with many aspects of the physical
climate system. For example, large-scale moisture convergence and condensation, associated with latent heat release, are responsible for developing convective systems. Organized
deep convection in the tropics is linked to variations in diabatic heating, which in turn drives circulations on large- and small-scales (e.g. climatological monsoon structures, Hoskins
and Rodwell [1995] ; El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Nigam et al. [2000]; MaddenJulian Oscillation (MJO), Li et al. [2009]; mesoscale convective complexes, Houze [1989]).
Convection has strong and complex interactions with radiative heating due to diversity
of cloud formations and convective behavior. A large amount of research has focused on
quantifying diabatic heating associated with deep convection [e.g., Ling and Zhang, 2013
and references therein] and developing corresponding parameterizations for large-scale
numerical models [Bretherton, 2007]. A further use of diabatic heating rates is to drive
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vertical circulations in diabatic Lagrangian trajectory models; such calculations have been shown to be much less dispersive than corresponding kinematic calculations (based
on diagnosed vertical winds) [e.g., Ploeger et al. [2010]]. Recent studies have utilized diabatic heating rates to drive Lagrangian trajectory models to study the circulation and
transport of different tracers, finding reasonable agreement with observations [Schoeberl
et al., 2012; Schoeberl et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2016a]. Such work has prompted detailed studies of diabatic heating rates from reanalysis
data sets [e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Wright and Fueglistaler, 2013]. However, such
analyses are typically focused on time average statistics, and there has been less emphasis
on quantifying and comparing transient variability.
Deep convection in the atmosphere is complex and difficult to quantify in full detail.
One common approach to evaluate the space-time behavior of deep convection based
on satellite measurements of Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) [Ohring and Gruber, 1983]. Since June 1974, the operational National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellites have provided OLR estimates from the
window channel measurements [Gruber and Winston, 1978; Gruber and Krueger, 1984;
Liebmann and Smith, 1996]. In the tropics and mid-latitudes, variability of OLR is primarily linked to high-altitude clouds and deep convection and exhibits correspondingly
complex behavior. Gridded OLR datasets, because of their continuous spatial and temporal coverage, have often been used to infer changes in the amount and height of clouds,
intensity of precipitation and associated latent heating [e.g., Xie and Arkin, 1998; Hu and
Fu, 2007; Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015].
Convection in the atmosphere is linked to latent and turbulent heat fluxes linked with
vertical diffusion, along with radiative processes (absorption of shortwave (SW) solar radiation and absorption/emission of longwave (LW) thermal radiation). However, the links
are complicated due to a high degree of transience and the broad spectrum of cloud and
convective behavior. Diabatic heating rates including radiative and physical components,
are difficult to measure directly. Modern meteorological reanalyses are widely used to de-
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rive the diabatic heat budgets. Comparisons of the heat budgets among reanalyses have
typically focused on the time average behavior, revealing some important differences, especially in the upper troposphere – lower stratosphere (UTLS) [Wright and Fueglistaler,
2013]. Fueglistaler et al. [2009] have compared the ERA-Interim diabatic heat budget
with that of the older ERA-40 and found an overall better performance of ERA-Interim.
Ling and Zhang [2013] have examined the diabatic heat budgets of three recent global
reanalyses focused on levels in the troposphere, and found general agreements compared
with results derived from radiosonde observations.
In this paper we focus on quantifying transient variability of diabatic heating in reanalysis data products associated with fluctuations in convection, as identified in daily
gridded OLR data. We use the OLR as a proxy of deep convection and cirrus/anvil clouds
(in the tropics and middle latitudes), and quantify its correlations with daily variability in
the separate diabatic heating rates, which are output as part of the meteorological reanalyses. We focus on the detailed results from ERA-Interim, but also include comparisons
with JRA-55 and MERRA2. We separate the diabatic heating into components linked
to ‘physics’ (latent and turbulent heating) and radiative (LW and SW) heating rates. In
addition to global correlations, we use composites with respect to OLR to evaluate transient diabatic heating linked to moderate to extreme deep convection, with focus on the
tropics and midlatitude storm tracks. We furthermore explore the variability in radiative
fluxes using comparisons with an idealized column radiative transfer model, in order to
explain the physical mechanisms behind the behavior derived from reanalysis data.

2.3 Data and Methodology

Our analyses focus on diabatic heating fields derived from reanalyses. The total diabatic
heating can be separated into physical and radiative components:
Qtotal = Qphysics + Qradiation .
The radiation term can in turn be separated into two components, as longwave (LW)
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Figure 2.1: Example time series at grid point (0°, 150°E) during year 2003 for (a) QSW ; (b)
QLW ; (c) Qphysics at 300 hPa and (d) OLR. Note the different vertical scales in a–c.
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and shortwave (SW) radiative heating:
Qradiation = QLW + QSW ,
therefore
Qtotal = Qphysics + QLW + QSW .
The radiation term can also be broken into clear-sky and cloud radiative heating:
Qradiation = Qclear + Qcloud = QLW_clear + QSW_clear + QLW_cloud + QSW_cloud .
The separate clear and cloud radiative terms are provided in the reanalyses, and these
can be used to quantify cloud radiative effects.
In the following, we will compare the global behavior of diabatic heating with daily
gridded OLR data. We quantify the variabilities of the separate diabatic heating components (Qtotal , Qphysics , Qradiation , QLW and QSW ) and their correlation with OLR, and
examine detailed vertical structures based on composited values. We focus on results
based on ERA-Interim diabatic heating rates, and include the results from JRA-55 and
MERRA2 reanalyses in the supplementary materials.
ERA-Interim is a reanalysis spanning from 1979 to present [Dee et al., 2011]. Output of
the reanalyses includes total diabatic heating, plus separate components due to longwave
(LW) and shortwave (SW) radiative heating. Heating rates due to physical processes
(‘physics’) are not provided directly but can be derived as a difference between the total
heating and radiative components. The physics heating term in the ERA-Interim is due
to latent heating (primarily moist physics) and heating associated with turbulent mixing
[Fueglistaler et al., 2009]. Since these two separate components are not provided in ERAInterim, we cannot quantify their individual behaviors. An example of time series of OLR
and several components of heating at one specific grid point (0o , 150o E) during one year
(2003) is shown in Figure 2.1. OLR shows large day-to-day variations, linked to transient
deep convection and high clouds (low OLR) at this location. Note that extreme convection
in the deep tropics is associated with OLR < 180 W/m2 . There are large corresponding
daily variations in Qphysics , QLW and QSW in Figure 2.1, which are correlated with OLR
and with each other (note that QLW and QSW are often anti-correlated, which is typical,
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as shown below). Our analyses are aimed at quantifying the relationships among these
variables over the globe, including their detailed vertical structure.
MERRA2 reanalysis has been produced by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) of NASA based on the Goddard Earth Observing System, version 5
(GEOS-5) [Rienecker et al., 2011], covering the satellite era (1980–present). MERRA-2 is
the newest reanalysis product updated from MERRA reanalysis [Bosilovich et al., 2015].
The development of MERRA2 includes assimilating additional observations and improving the data assimilation model and observing system [Molod et al., 2015]. MERRA2’s
diabatic heating includes components of heating due to LW radiation, SW radiation, moist physics, turbulent mixing, gravity wave drag, and friction (which we combine into a
total physics term).
The Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) is the second Japanese global atmospheric
reanalysis conducted by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), covering the period
of 1979-present [Kobayashi et al., 2015]. The JRA-55 provides heating rates due to LW
radiation, SW radiation, convection, large-scale condensation and vertical diffusion (which
we combine into a total physics term).
NOAA interpolated OLR daily gridded analyses are obtained from NOAA-Cooperative
Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences Climate Diagnosis Center (http://www.
cdc.noaa.gov/). We have regridded the daily reanalysis heating rates onto the same horizontal grid (2.5o x2.5o ) as OLR data. The correlation calculations are based on daily
anomalies in the period of 1979-2013, which are derived by subtracting 35-year averaged
seasonal cycle from the original time series at each grid point (for both OLR and the
individual diabatic heating rates).
We note that OLR is also a diagnostic provided by the different reanalyses. We choose
to use the observed (NOAA) OLR product in this work, in order to link our results to
other studies based on observed OLR, and to have a common reference (transfer standard)
among reanalyses. Very similar overall results are found using reanalysis OLR.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Annual average and variability of OLR and diabatic heating
The annual averages of OLR and vertically averaged Qtotal between 200 and 700
hPa during 1979–2013 are shown in Figures 2.2a, b. Persistent deep convection in the
tropics is associated with time average low OLR and positive Qtotal . The global patterns
show that while low OLR is an indicator of strong convection in tropics, it does not
necessarily imply deep convection over high latitudes (Figure 2.1a), where the low values
are largely due to the cold surface and atmospheric temperatures. In contrast, the time
average Qtotal distribution captures the deep convection over tropics, and also convective
patterns over the storm track regions in the mid-latitudes. Maps of the variances of
(deseasonalized) OLR and Qtotal (Figures 2.2c, d) show consistent spatial patterns, with
largest variability over tropical convective regions and storm tracks in the mid-latitudes,
and smallest variability over the polar regions. Note that Qtotal shows relatively stronger
variability than OLR over the storm track regions.
The annual and zonal averages of diabatic heating profiles for each component based
on ERA-Interim are shown in Figure 2.3 (profiles based on JRA-55 and MERRA2 are
shown in Figure S1 in the supplementary materials). In the troposphere, the time average
balance is primarily between heating from Qphysics and net radiative cooling; the total
diabatic heating shows a net heating in tropics and mid-latitudes and cooling in subtropics
(Figure 2.3a), which is presumably balanced by circulation effects. Maximum tropospheric heating is associated with strong latent heat release by convection in the tropics and
storm tracks (over ~ 30°–60°N/S, Figure 2.3c). The net radiative cooling in the troposphere is a balance of LW cooling and (weaker) SW warming. In the stratosphere, the total
diabatic heat budget is dominated by the radiative component (Figure 2.3b), with heating
in the tropics and cooling in the extratropics (balanced by the mean overturning Brewer–
Dobson circulation, BDC). The LW radiative component in Figure 2.3d shows cooling
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Figure 2.2: Left panels are annual averaged (a) OLR and (b) vertically averaged Qtotal
between 200 and 700 hPa in ERA-Interim. Right panels (c, d) show variance maps for their
respective anomalies. Note that the color bar is reversed in (a).

throughout the troposphere and stratosphere, except for heating in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL), which is linked to the low temperatures (below radiative equilibrium)
maintained by the mean upward BDC. The SW radiative tendencies show a global heating with greatest values in the stratosphere (due to ozone absorption) and lower-middle
troposphere (due to water vapor and cloud absorption), weakening from tropics to high
latitudes, corresponding to the distribution of incoming solar radiation and water vapor
content. In the troposphere and the extratropical stratosphere, LW cooling exceeds SW
heating, while in the tropical stratosphere SW heating is larger than LW cooling. In the
TTL, both LW and SW radiative components contribute heating, consistent with Gettelman et al. [2014b]. The combination of LW and SW components gives the time average
radiative heating pattern in Figure 2.3b.
Maps of the temporal variances of diabatic heating for radiative (Qradiation ) and physical components (Qphysics ) are shown in Figure 2.4, showing zonal averages of variances
calculated at each longitude. In the troposphere, the variability of the total diabatic heating is dominated by the physical component in Figure 2.4b, with maxima associated
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Figure 2.3: Zonal mean diabatic heating averaged over the period of 1979–2013 for (a) Qtotal ;
(b) Qradiation ; (c) Qphysics ; (d) QLW ; (e) QSW in ERA-Interim. The black dashed lines denote
the tropopause.
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Figure 2.4: Total variance of anomalies of (a) Qradiation ; (b) Qphysics as a function of latitude
and pressure in ERA-Interim. Note the logarithmic color scale. The black dashed lines denote
the tropopause.

with tropical convection and storm tracks (as seen in Figure 2.3c). There is also large
variance in Qradiation near the surface. In the stratosphere the variability of the total diabatic heating is dominated by the radiative component (Figure 2.4a), primarily from the
LW radiative heating (tied to temperature variations). There are relative stratospheric
variance maxima over the equator for both Qradiation and Qphysics , linked to temperature
and wind shear (turbulence) anomalies associated with the stratospheric quasi-biennial
oscillation (QBO).
2.4.2 Correlations between OLR and diabatic heating
Our analyses use OLR as a proxy for convective activity, and we anticipate close
statistical relationships with diabatic heating (although the overall variations are complex
in all fields). To illustrate this variability, Figure 2.5 shows the statistical distribution of
Qphysics at 400 hPa vs. OLR, for sampling in the tropical western Pacific (within the box
shown below in Figure 2.10a). The main part of the distribution shows a clear relationship
between low OLR and enhanced Qphysics , and this behavior is quantified by the binned
values of Qphysics indicated in Figure 2.5. Such average relationships between Q and
OLR are the focus of our analyses, although there is also a rich spectrum of variability
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Figure 2.5: Scatter plot of daily Qphysics at 400 hPa and OLR in the tropical western Pacific
(within the box shown below in Figure 10). The black dots represent the composite mean and
the vertical black lines represent the standard deviation intervals of Qphysics at different OLR
levels.
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not simply related to OLR. In addition, Figure 2.5 shows a broad distribution in both
Qphysics and OLR, with (infrequent) occurrence of high Qphysics (>15 K/day) and very
low OLR (<160 W/m2 ).
The correlation patterns between OLR and diabatic heating anomalies of each component are shown in Figure 2.6 (zonal means of correlations calculated at each longitude).
Red shading indicates negative correlation, such that intensified convection (lower OLR)
is associated with enhanced heating; likewise, blue shading indicates cooling with enhanced convection.
The overall patterns of correlations for Qtotal (Figure 2.6a) show that enhanced convection is linked to diabatic heating throughout the troposphere and cooling in the lower
stratosphere. The tropospheric warming is primarily tied to correlation with physics terms
(Figure 2.6c; mainly latent heating). The net radiative response in the troposphere is a
balance of LW and SW effects (shown separately in Figures 2.6d, e). Enhanced convection
is tied to relative SW cooling (reduced warming) near the surface, together with warming
throughout the rest of the troposphere, due to cloud and water effects on SW radiation
[e.g., Fung and Ramaswamy, 1999]. Conversely, transient convection produces relative
LW warming (weaker cooling) at low levels (below ~5 km) and enhanced cooling in the
upper troposphere, especially over middle latitudes. There is a weaker correlation with
QLW in the tropical upper troposphere compared to midlatitudes. In the troposphere,
the LW variations dominate over SW, so that correlations for the net radiative heating
(Figure 2.6b) are similar to LW alone. As shown below, much of the coherent variations
in tropospheric SW and LW fluxes linked to convection can be explained by associated
variations in cloud fraction and cloud water and ice content. Enhanced convection tends
to warm the TTL (~100–150 hPa), primarily from QSW (and a weak contribution from
QLW ), although this is a detail that is specific to ERA-Interim (as discussed below). The
local behaviors of these correlations (at 150 hPa) are shown in Figure 2.7, together with
corresponding correlations with cloud fraction and cloud ice water content. Figure 2.7
shows that in the TTL the response of QSW to deep convection is closely linked with the
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Figure 2.6: Zonal average of correlations between OLR and anomalies of (a) Qtotal ; (b)
Qradiation ; (c) Qphysics ; (d) QLW and (e) QSW in ERA-Interim. The correlations are calculated
at each latitude/longitude grid point and then zonally averaged. The sense of the color scale is
that enhanced convection is linked to diabatic heating (red) or cooling (blue). The black
dashed lines denote the tropopause.
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Figure 2.7: Maps showing local correlations between OLR anomalies and (a) QLW , (b) QSW ,
(c) cloud fraction, and (c) cloud ice water content at 150 hPa.

behaviors of cloud fraction and ice content.
The net response of the stratosphere to increased convection is radiative cooling (Figures 2.6a, b). Deep convection increases SW heating in the stratosphere (Figure 2.6e),
due to increases in reflected SW from high clouds, and absorption by stratospheric ozone.
However, enhanced convection causes stronger stratosphere LW cooling (Figure 2.6d), due
to weaker LW tropospheric emission in situations of high cloud [e.g., Hartmann et al.,
2001; Fueglistaler and Fu, 2006]. The LW component dominates over the SW, so that the
total radiative effect is cooling (Figure 2.6b). The strongest LW stratospheric correlation
patterns occur over lower latitudes (~30°N–S), with a slight minimum over the equator.
The correlation patterns between OLR and the separate clear-sky and cloud radiative
heating anomalies of QLW and QSW are shown in Figure 2.8. The overall relationships
between OLR and radiative heating in Figures 2.6d, e are mostly due to cloud radiative
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Figure 2.8: Zonal average of correlations between OLR and anomalies of (a) QLW_clear , (b)
QSW_clear , (c) QLW_cloud and (d) QSW_cloud in ERA-Interim. The sense of the color scale is
that enhanced convection is linked to diabatic heating (red) or cooling (blue). The black
dashed lines denote the tropopause.
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effects (Figures 2.8c, d), with corresponding large variability in OLR. The effects of cloud
properties on radiative heating will be further studied in Sect. 2.4.4. Clear-sky QLW
shows weak OLR correlations (Figure 2.8a), indicating cooling in the upper troposphere
and heating in the lower troposphere linked with lower OLR. This behavior mainly occurs
for relatively high values of OLR over clear regions (not tied to deep convection), and is
primarily linked to variations in atmospheric water vapor in these regions. There are not
significant correlations between OLR and clear-sky QSW .
Almost all of the correlation patterns seen in Figure 2.6, based on ERA-Interim data,
are similar to results based on JRA-55 and MERRA2 reanalyses (Figure S2), except for
some detailed differences in the radiative responses in the tropics. These are described
below.
The spatial patterns of the correlation between OLR and Qtotal anomalies in the
troposphere (500 hPa) is shown in Figure 2.9a. The strongest negative correlations for
Qtotal occur over the tropics and storm track regions in the mid-latitudes (especially
over the oceans), related to the latent heating (moist physics) from convection. Minimum
correlations occur only over regions that are devoid of deep convection, to the west of
the continents in the subtropics. The correlations between OLR and QLW in the upper
troposphere (300 hPa) are highlighted in Figure 2.9b, showing strongest response over the
mid-latitude oceanic regions. This behavior is tied to convection-related water content and
cloud variations, which have a strong LW cooling effect.
2.4.3 Composite diabatic heating based on OLR values
To quantify the response of diabatic heating to OLR changes over different regions in
more detail, we show diabatic heating profiles from ERA-Interim composited for different
values of co-located OLR (corresponding to varying altitude of cloud top and intensity
of convection). We simply bin the diabatic heating in localized regions for various OLR
values in 20 W/m2 bins, spanning from below 160 W/m2 (extreme deep convection) to
above 280 W/m2 (no convection), e.g. see Figure 2.5. These composites quantify the
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Figure 2.9: Maps showing correlations between OLR anomalies and (a) Qtotal at 500 hPa and
(b) QLW at 300 hPa.
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Figure 2.10: Diabatic heating profiles composited according to co-located OLR values for (b)
Qtotal , (c) Qradiation , (d) Qphysics , (e) QLW , (f) QSW . (a) The selected region over western
Pacific (10o S–10o N, 120o –180o E) for composite analysis. Binned OLR values vary from the
category of 280–300 (dashed black line hereafter) to 140–160 (black line hereafter) W/m2 . Note
that the scales of x-axis in b and d are different from those in c, e, f. Red curve in a is the
probability density distribution of OLR in this region.
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Figure 2.11: Variations of tropical diabatic heating from Qphysics from the three reanalyses,
binned as a function of OLR. These results are from the Western Pacific, using values at 400
hPa (near the altitude maximum in Qphysics ).

magnitude and vertical profile of the diabatic heating variations tied to convection. We
focus on two examples, over the western Pacific (tropical convective region, Figure 2.10)
and northwestern Pacific (mid-latitude storm track region, Figure 2.12).
Over the western Pacific, enhanced convection is linked to latent heat response with
a broad vertical scale spanning ~700−200 hPa, with a maximum near 400 hPa (Figure
2.10d). This behavior is similar to previous estimates of diabatic heating in deep convection, e.g. Ling and Zhang [2013], and references therein. The heating amplitude for strongest convection (OLR <180 W/m2 ) is ~6 K/day in the middle troposphere (Figure 2.10d),
although individual peaks can be substantially stronger (Figures 2.1, 2.5). Variations in
Qradiation (Figure 2.10c) show that enhanced convection is tied to stronger warming
near 150 hPa, mainly as a result of increased QSW , and decreased cooling near 700 hPa,
due to QLW . The variations in QLW and QSW with respect to OLR are a convolution of
clear sky and cloud effects; clear-sky QLW is dominated by variations in water vapor and
cloudy QLW by liquid water and ice (as shown below).
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Comparisons of these results among the reanalyses show similar patterns and magnitudes for Qphysics in the tropics (c.f. Figures 2.10 and S3), but with some interesting
systematic differences in maximum amplitude. Figure 2.11 compares the composited values of Qphysics near the tropical maximum (400 hPa) versus OLR for the three reanalyses, showing systematically stronger heating for the most intense convection (OLR <200
W/m2 ) for MERRA2, followed by JRA-55 and ERA-Interim. The differences are relatively large for the most intense convection. Conversely, MERRA2 shows smaller heating
rates for higher OLR values. These differences might be expected to influence the transient
thermodynamic balances in the respective reanalyses.
Composited variations in diabatic heating rates over the northwestern Pacific storm
track are shown in Figure 2.12. Heating from Qphysics (Figure 2.12d) peaks in the middle troposphere, centered slightly lower than the corresponding maximum in the tropics
(Figure 2.10d), with somewhat smaller maximum values. Very similar behavior is seen
with MERRA and JRA-55 statistics (Figure S4). Changes in QLW and QSW show dipole
patterns in the vertical between the lower and upper troposphere, with compensating
effects between SW and LW components; the net result is stronger cooling in the upper
troposphere and weaker cooling in the lower troposphere for enhanced convection (Figure
2.12c). The clear influence of deep convection on stratospheric LW cooling is also evident
in Figure 2.12e.
2.4.4 Convective effects on water content, clouds and radiation response
As shown in Figures 2.8c, d, he coherent variations of QLW and QSW response to deep
convection seen in the above statistics can be understood to a large degree as a response
to corresponding changes in cloud fraction and water and ice content. We evaluate this
behavior by quantifying the related cloud variations in the reanalyses tied to convection,
and then studying the corresponding radiative effects based on a column radiation model.
Variations in convection are strongly correlated with the vertical distributions of cloud
fraction, liquid and ice water content over tropics and middle latitudes. This behavior
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Figure 2.12: Diabatic heating vertical profiles composited according to co-located OLR over
the northwestern Pacific (30°–50°N, 120°–180°E). Details are the same as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.13: Correlations between OLR and cloud fraction at 500 hPa (top panel), cloud
liquid water content at 700 hPa (middle panel), and cloud ice water content at 500 hPa
(bottom panel) in ERA-Interim.
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is expected, simply from the cloud formation and condensation processes in convective
systems. The calculated correlations between OLR and ERA-Interim cloud fields are
shown in Figure 2.13, for statistics at 500 hPa (cloud fraction and ice water content)
and 700 hPa (cloud liquid water content). There are strong correlations between OLR
and cloud behavior (as expected), and these figures emphasize variability in the midlatitude oceanic storm track regions. Corresponding variations in cloud fraction and ice
water content at 150 hPa were shown in Figures 2.8c, d, emphasizing similar strong
relationships with convection in the tropics.
Figure 2.14 shows composited cloud vertical profiles as a function of OLR for the
western Pacific and storm track regions. Over the western Pacific, the response of cloud
fraction maximizes near 150 hPa (Figure 2.14a; see also Figure 2.8c), corresponding to
intense deep convection in this region. This pattern occurs higher than the response over
the storm track region, which maximizes near 400 hPa (Figure 2.14b). The cloud liquid
water content profiles show double peaks at 500 and 850 hPa over the western Pacific. The
magnitude of the response is stronger over the storm track region. The composited cloud
ice water content peaks at similar level (~400 hPa) over the two regions, but extends to
higher altitudes over the western Pacific.
The radiative responses to these variations in cloud behavior are evaluated using an
accurate column radiative transfer model (RRTM) [Iacono et al., 2000; Mlawer et al.,
1997]. RRTM was developed by Mlawer et al. [1997] and provided by the Atmospheric
and Environmental Research Inc. It utilizes the correlated-k approach to calculate fluxes
and heating rates efficiently and accurately. We use the respective vertical profiles of
climatological mean temperature and water vapor as input to the RRTM, and test the
responses to variations in cloud fraction, plus liquid and ice water content, as derived in
Figure 2.14. Both diurnal and annual cycles have been averaged in the calculation of SW
heating rates. The effective radii of ice crystals and liquid droplets are set to 45 and 15
µm, respectively. We note that the vertical profiles of the SW heating rates in the RRTM
are sensitive to the parameters of ice crystal and liquid droplet sizes.
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Figure 2.14: Vertical profiles of cloud fraction (top panel), cloud liquid water content (middle
panel) and cloud ice water content (bottom panel) composited according to co-located OLR,
for statistics in the western Pacific (left panel) and storm track (right panel) regions.
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Figure 2.15 shows variations in QLW and QSW output from the RRTM as a response to
the cloud variations in the western Pacific and storm-track region shown in Figure 2.14.
The results can be compared with the reanalysis sensitivities shown in Figures 2.10e,
f and 2.12e, f. The results over the storm track region show out-of-phase variations in
QLW the upper and lower troposphere, and compensating changes in QSW , very similar
to the behavior derived from the reanalysis data in Figure 2.12e, f. Variations in cloud
fraction and liquid water content are the most important contributors to this behavior.
The RRTM results over the western Pacific show similar vertical profiles and sensitivities
to the ERA-Interim statistics in Figures 2.10e, f, although the variations in QSW in the
upper troposphere are much smaller in RRTM. Note that the LW heating rates in the
tropical upper troposphere show less sensitivity to cloud variations than those in the
storm track region (in both RRTM and ERA-Interim); this behavior gives rise to the
tropical upper tropospheric minimum in QLW correlations seen in Figure 2.6d. Overall
there is reasonable quantitative agreement with the RRTM calculations, demonstrating
that variations in cloud fraction and water and ice content are key factors influencing the
tropospheric radiative heating balances tied to convection.
There are substantial differences in the tropical QLW and QSW responses to convection
in the tropics among the reanalyses, which are reflected in the correlation and composite
patterns. Vertical profiles of composited QLW and QSW for the western Pacific from JRA55 and MERRA2 are shown in Figure 2.16 (for comparison to the ERA-Interim results in
Figures 2.10e, f). JRA-55 is similar to ERA-Interim, while MERRA2 shows more complex
vertical structure for QLW and larger sensitivity to deep convection for QSW in the upper
troposphere. These sensitivities probably reflect large differences in corresponding cloud
water and ice content between the reanalyses, as shown in Figure 2.17. The cloud liquid
water content profiles for JRA-55 show a single peak at ~800 hPa, and three peaks at
~350, 600 and 850 hPa in MERRA2; MERRA2 has much larger water content above 500
hPa than either JRA-55 or ERA-Interim. The cloud ice content is also very different, with
approximately an order of magnitude difference between JRA-55 and MERRA2 (Figure
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Figure 2.15: Heating rate variations derived from the RRTM column radiation model,
incorporating the observed cloud changes in Figure 2.14. Results are shown for the western
Pacific (top panels) and storm track regions (bottom panels), including LW (left) and SW
(right) heating rates.
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JRA-55

JRA-55

MERRA2

MERRA2

Figure 2.16: Vertical profiles of QLW (left) and QSW (right) in the western Pacific,
composited according to OLR values. Results are shown for JRA- 55 (top) and MERRA2
(bottom). Corresponding results for ERA-Interim are shown in Figures 2.10e, f.

2.17), with ERA-Interim values between the two (Figure 2.14e). These large differences
in cloud water and ice content are probably the main cause of the very different tropical
radiative heating rates among the reanalyses (Figure 2.16). Similar comparisons in the
storm track region do not show such large differences, but rather overall agreement in
cloud statistics and radiative responses.

2.5 Conclusions and Discussion

We have used the ERA-Interim reanalyses to investigate the variability of diabatic
heating and its relationships with transient deep convection (using OLR as a proxy for
observed convection). We propose this as a simple statistical method to investigate the
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Figure 2.17: Vertical profiles of cloud liquid water content (left) and cloud ice water content
(right) in the western Pacific, composited according to OLR values. Results are shown for
JRA-55 (top) and MERRA2 (bottom). Note the very large differences between the reanalyses.
Corresponding results for ERA-Interim are shown in Figure 14c–e.

coherent behavior in diabatic heating profiles associated with highly variable and complex
changes in deep convection. Although most of the illustrated results are based on ERAInterim reanalysis, we derive similar results based on JRA-55 and MERRA2 reanalysis.
While there are differences in the time average diabatic heating rates among different
reanalyses [e.g., Ling and Zhang, 2013; Wright and Fueglistaler, 2013], we find that the
overall statistical links between observed OLR and diabatic heating rates are not strongly
dependent on which reanalysis is used (aside from the radiative tendencies in the tropics).
In the troposphere, the dominant variability of diabatic heating is tied to latent heating, which is parameterized in large-scale models. Our analyses find strong correlations
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between latent heating and OLR over the tropics and storm track regions, which is reasonable and consistent with previous analyses [e.g., Ling and Zhang, 2013]. Composited
values show that the magnitude of tropical diabatic heating linked to the strongest convection is somewhat different among the reanalyses (Figure 2.11). In the stratosphere diabatic
heating is dominated by the radiative components, and we find enhanced LW radiative
cooling tied to tropospheric convection. This relationship in the stratosphere is consistent
with the study of Norton [2001], who showed anticorrelation between upper tropospheric
cloud cover and lower stratospheric heating rates in ECMWF data, which was interpreted
as a consequence of the reduced LW heating in the lower stratosphere in the presence of
high clouds. A similar result was found by Fueglistaler and Fu [2006], based on detailed radiative heating calculations at tropical locations. Our study quantifies these relationships
in global reanalysis data sets, and highlights how convection and clouds systematically
influence diabatic heat budgets in the stratosphere.
Convective influences on vertical profiles of the radiative heating rates in ERA-Interim
diagnosed here are consistent with Yang et al. [2010], who calculate cloud radiative heating
in the tropical UTLS within 30°N–S based on a detailed radiative transfer model along
with observations of atmospheric composition and clouds (including thin cirrus). Their
calculations indicate that the impact of clouds on net radiative heating has transitions
from positive below 100 hPa to negative above 100 hPa, consistent with our Figures 2.6b
and 2.10c. They furthermore showed that the LW cloud influence is positive below ~165
hPa and negative above ~165 hPa, consistent with our Figure 2.6d. In addition, our results
show that the response of radiative heat in the extratropics is rather different, with net
cooling in both upper troposphere and stratosphere due to enhanced convection.
The physical component in this study also includes the parameterized turbulent mixing,
known as vertical diffusion heating rates. While we have not isolated this term, it is generally about an order of magnitude smaller than the other components, although local
variations can be as large as fluctuations of the radiative components [Flannaghan and
Fueglistaler, 2011]. Because this is a highly parameterized and uncertain term in large-
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scale models, how it varies and responds to convection are still poorly understood.
Our analyses quantify systematic changes in QLW and QSW in the troposphere tied
to deep convection, and comparisons with an idealized column radiation model suggest
these variations are mainly a response to cloud fraction, water and ice content associated
with deep convection. Results in the storm track are very similar among the reanalyses.
However, in the tropics there are very large differences in analyzed cloud water and ice
content (Figure 2.17), and these are in turn reflected in substantial differences in (cloudy)
radiative heating rates (Figure 2.16). The discrepancies in the tropical UTLS among the
reanalyses were also pointed out by Wright and Fueglistaler [2013]. These large differences
in analyzed tropical cloud behavior are a significant source of uncertainty in these current
reanalyses.
Our calculations provide a simple statistical framework to evaluate variations in diabatic heating linked to transient deep convection in the climate system, such as MJO
and monsoon systems. By looking at the changes of OLR, we can assess the temporal
variations in diabatic heating profiles associated with convective fluctuations. The regimes of convection in the tropics have been shown to transit from shallow convection to
midlevel congestus and then to deep convection [e.g., Johnson et al., 1999; Kikuchi and
Takayabu, 2004]. Understanding how changes of diabatic heating are associated with these
transitions is essential to study the development of various convective systems.
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Chapter III
What controls stratospheric water
vapor in the NH summer monsoon
regions?
Substantial portions of this chapter were previously published in Randel, W. J., Zhang, K.,
and Fu, R., (2015): What controls stratospheric water vapor in the NH summer monsoon
regions?, J. Geophys. Res. - Atmos., 120, 7988–8001, doi:10.1002/2015JD023622. Randel,
W.J. and Zhang, K. designed research and and conducted analysis. Randel, W.J. wrote
the paper. Fu, R. contributed ideas to analysis and revisions. Due to its close connection
with the next chapter, it is included in this dissertation.

3.1 Abstract

Water vapor in the lower stratosphere exhibits localized maximum values during Northern
Hemisphere summer in the Asian and North American (NA) monsoon regions. The processes maintaining these maxima are not well understood. We analyze the variability of water
vapor in the monsoon regions based on Aura Microwave Limb Sounder satellite observations during 2005–2013 and quantify links to deep convection, large-scale temperatures,
and monsoonal circulations. Strong subseasonal variations in stratospheric water vapor
are closely linked with deep convection in the monsoon regions, with the surprising result
that stronger convection leads to a relatively dry stratosphere and weaker convection to
a wetter stratosphere. This result is observed for both the Asian and NA monsoon regions. This behavior is explained by temperature changes in the stratosphere tied to deep
convection: stronger convection leads to relatively cold temperatures in the subtropical
lower stratosphere, which is the key region controlling large-scale dehydration within the
anticyclonic monsoonal circulations. Likewise, weaker convection leads to warmer subtro40

pical stratospheric temperatures, relatively less dehydration, and enhanced water vapor.
The observed water vapor changes are in approximate agreement with those expected
from the subtropical temperature variations, taking into account dilution of the dehydrated air into the larger monsoon region. These results demonstrate that stratospheric
water vapor in the Northern Hemisphere monsoon regions is mainly controlled by largescale circulation and temperatures, and overshooting deep convection plays a relatively
minor role.

3.2 Introduction

Satellite observations indicate that water vapor in the lower stratosphere (LS) is characterized by localized maxima during the Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer in the regions
of the Asian and North American (NA) monsoons [Rosenlof et al., 1997; Randel et al.,
2001; Dessler and Sherwood, 2004; Milz et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015].
These climatological summertime maxima can influence much of the NH via large-scale
transport [Ploeger et al., 2013] and contribute to the moist phase of the annual cycle
in global stratospheric water vapor. The LS water vapor maxima occur near regions of
deep convection and are embedded within anticyclonic circulations that characterize the
upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) monsoon regions. While the climatological
behaviors of the LS water vapor maxima are well known, the processes that maintain
and control this behavior are less well understood. In particular, the relative influences of overshooting deep convection and large-scale circulation and in situ dehydration
are poorly known. This study examines the variability of water vapor in the monsoon
regions from satellite measurements, in conjunction with observed deep convection and
circulation/temperature behavior, to improve understanding of the processes influencing
observed variability.
There are observational and modeling results that suggest the importance of both over-
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shooting deep convection and large-scale processes for the LS summer monsoon regions.
Aircraft measurements have shown evidence of strong LS water vapor enhancements in
the NA region during summer [e.g., Ray et al., 2004; Hanisco et al., 2007; Anderson et
al., 2012]. Fu et al. [2006] suggested an important role for convective transport to the
stratosphere over the Tibetan Plateau, and the behavior of deep convection reaching
altitudes near the tropopause in the Asian monsoon has been analyzed by Devasthale
and Fueglistaler [2010]. Wang [2003] provided high-resolution simulations of convective
plumes transporting water vapor to the lower stratosphere over NA during summertime.
Infrequent cases of enhanced LS water vapor over both Asian and NA summer monsoon
regions, providing evidence of convective overshooting, have been documented in satellite
measurements by Schwartz et al. [2013]. Furthermore, observations of enhanced water
vapor isotopic ratios (HDO/H2 O) in the monsoon regions [Hanisco et al., 2007; Randel
et al., 2012] support a role for overshooting deep convection. On the other hand, model
calculations based on large-scale circulation and temperature fields (without the effects
of explicit or parameterized overshooting convection) can reproduce many aspects of LS
water vapor in the monsoon regions, including seasonal and spatial structures and approximate correct magnitudes. Such models include full general circulation models [Bannister
et al., 2004; Gettelman et al., 2004a] and Lagrangian trajectory models [James et al.,
2008; Wright et al., 2011; Schoeberl et al., 2013]. The Lagrangian calculations of James et
al. [2008] and Wright et al. [2011] both utilize satellite cloud measurements to determine
where trajectories are hydrated by deep convection, while Schoeberl et al. [2013] do not
include this mechanism. The global models also suggest the importance of monsoons for
transport to the tropics and global stratosphere [Dethof et al., 1999; Bannister et al.,
2004; Gettelman et al., 2004a; Ploeger et al., 2013].
In this study we examine the variability of LS water vapor in the monsoon regions
based on 9 years of daily satellite observations, and quantify links with fluctuations in
deep convection (using outgoing longwave radiation, OLR) and large-scale circulation
and temperature, based on meteorological reanalyses. Our objective is to use the natural
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(subseasonal) variability of the monsoon systems to identify physical links that contribute
to maintaining overall balances.

3.3 Data and Analyses

3.3.1 Microwave Limb Sounder Water Vapor
Our analyses are based on satellite water vapor measurements from the Aura Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS), obtained from MLS version 3.3 level 2 products (http://mls.jpl.
nasa.gov/products/h2o_product.php). The MLS instrument aboard the Aura spacecraft
has been providing simultaneous global measurements of various chemical species including water vapor in the lower and middle atmosphere since August 2004, and our analyses
cover the NH summer seasons from 2005 to 2013. We constructed gridded daily data by
averaging profiles inside bins with resolution of 5° latitude × 10° longitude. We processed
individual profiles following the instructions in Livesey et al. [2011]. The typical singleprofile precisions for water vapor are 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.3 ppmv at 215, 147, and 100 hPa
and lower stratosphere, respectively [Livesey et al., 2011].

3.3.2 OLR and ERA-Interim Meteorological Analyses
NOAA-interpolated outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data are used as a proxy for deep
convection, with daily gridded analyses obtained from NOAA-Cooperative Institute for
Research in Environmental Sciences Climate Diagnosis Center (http://www.cdc.noaa.
gov/). The horizontal resolution is 2.5° × 2.5°. We also use daily meteorological analyses
from ERA-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011], including temperature and wind fields,
and diabatic heating extracted from the reanalysis archive (diabatic heating rates are
output from the reanalysis model forecast fields). The horizontal resolution for these data
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is 1.5° × 1.5°. For all the parameters, we utilize data overlapping the period of MLS water
vapor observations.

3.3.3 Statistical Significance for Composite Calculations
Our analyses are based upon compositing OLR and circulation statistics for wet and
dry anomalies of LS water vapor during the summers of 2005–2013. We evaluate the
statistical significance of the composited results by comparison to statistics derived from
resampling the original data in a random manner. Specifically, composite statistics are
derived from 10,000 random samples of the original data, and significance levels for the
actual composites are evaluated compared to the 95% level of the randomly sampled data.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Climatological Behavior
The climatological monthly evolution of water vapor at 100 hPa during May – August
is shown in Figure 3.1, based on MLS data during 2005–2013. Isolated maxima are observed over the Asian and NA monsoon regions throughout the summer (June – August);
the Asian maximum develops slightly earlier (May) than that over NA. Lower stratosphere water vapor increases throughout the summer on a broad scale, and persists over
northern midlatitudes into autumn (November), but without clear localized maxima over
the monsoon regions beyond August. This global-scale behavior primarily follows the
strong annual cycle of dehydration in the deep tropics [e.g., Schoeberl and Dessler, 2011].
The climatological behavior of water vapor and circulation at 100 hPa for both monsoon regions are shown in Figure 2 for averages during June – August, together with the
corresponding patterns of deep convection (OLR). As is well known, the UTLS circulation
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Figure 3.1: (a–d) Climatological monthly mean water vapor at 100 hPa during May to
August, derived from MLS measurements during 2005–2013.

in both monsoon regions is dominated by anticyclonic flow, centered to the northwest of
the main convective regions [e.g., Hoskins and Rodwell, 1995; Park et al., 2007]. The anticyclonic circulation in the Asian monsoon is substantially stronger than that over NA,
as is the corresponding diabatic heating diagnosed from meteorological data [Hoskins and
Rodwell, 1995]. In both monsoon regions, the area of relatively high lower stratospheric
water vapor is not centered above the deep convection but is more closely aligned with
the anticyclonic circulation. Regarding the influence of overshooting deep convection, it
is relevant to note that MLS data [Schwartz et al., 2013] show extreme water vapor values
(indicative of convection penetrating into the lower stratosphere) approximately coaligned with the climatological maxima over Asia in Figure 2a. In contrast, the patterns of
extreme water vapor over NA occur primarily over the United States, on the northern
edge of the broad-scale pattern seen in Figure 2b.
One aspect of the Asian monsoon trajectory model calculations of Wright et al. [2011]
of relevance to our study is that dehydration primarily occurs on the equatorward (cold)
side of the lower stratospheric anticyclonic circulation [Wright et al., 2011, their Figure 4].
A similar situation probably occurs over the NA monsoon, where the coldest temperatures
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Figure 3.2: The colors show the climatological structure of water vapor during summer
(June–August) for the (a) Asian and (b) NA monsoon regions, together with the time average
circulation (horizontal winds at 100 hPa) and deep convection (OLR in white lines). The blue
boxes outline the domains over which time series of water vapor are calculated.
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Figure 3.3: Climatological water vapor and circulation for the NA monsoon (as in Figure 3.2),
with the superimposed white contours showing the background 100 hPa temperature structure
(with contours only for temperature less than 200 K).

also occur on the equatorward side (Figure 3.3). The importance of flow through the cold
region of the monsoons is analogous to the controlling influence of the (cold) western
Pacific on tropical stratospheric water vapor highlighted by Holton and Gettelman [2001].

3.4.2 Water Vapor Variability in the Monsoon Regions
Our analysis focuses on the daily variability of 100 hPa water vapor in the monsoon
regions during summer for the years 2005–2013. While the isolated monsoon maxima are
most evident for the months of June–August, our statistical analysis uses data during May
– September to include variability at either end of the summer (results are very similar
using only the June – August period). We calculate monsoon regional averages for each
day over the domains 20–40°N, 40–140°E and 10–40°N, 60–140°W, for the Asian and NA
monsoons, respectively; these regions are noted in Figure 3.2. In each region we subtract a
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Figure 3.4: Time series of deseasonalized 100 hPa water vapor anomalies in the (a and c)
Asian and (b and d) NA monsoon regions. Time series show data for May–September of each
year 2005 to 2013, with each tick representing 1 month. Figures 4a and 4b show full anomalies,
together with regression fits to the QBO (red lines) and ENSO variability (blue lines); the color
curves are not continuous because only the summertime part of the time series is shown.
Figures 3.4c and 3.4d show the water vapor anomalies with the QBO and ENSO fits removed
to highlight subseasonal variability. The dashed lines in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d are at 1 sigma
variability and are used to identify extreme wet and dry anomalies.

smoothly varying seasonal cycle to derive deseasonalized anomalies for each year, as shown
in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b (with the 9 years plotted together as a nearly continuous time
series). These time series show some substantial year-to-year variability superimposed on
faster subseasonal maxima. In order to focus on the subseasonal variability and associated
links with convection, temperatures, and circulation, we aim to remove components of the
interannual variability. However, relatively little is known about the interannual variability
of stratospheric water vapor in the monsoon regions. Based on previous work showing
links between stratospheric water vapor and the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) [e.g.,
Giorgetta and Bengtsson, 1999; Geller et al., 2002] and with the El Niño– Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) [e.g., Gettelman et al., 2001; Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005], we fit
the deseasonalized time series in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b with a multivariate linear regression
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based on standard QBO and ENSO proxies [e.g., Randel et al., 2009]. The resulting fits are
shown in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b, and capturemuch of the interannual variability, although
these are simply empirical fits, and detailed mechanisms for QBO or ENSO influence on
water vapor in the monsoon regions are not well understood (and note that the QBO
and ENSO fits in Figure 3.4 are different for Asia and NA). Improved understanding of
interannual variations in the monsoon regionsmay be a fruitful topic for future research.
The water vapor time series with the QBO and ENSO fits removed (Figures 3.4c and
3.4d) provide the basis for the remainder of this work. We composite OLR, temperature,
and circulation statistics according to the wet and dry extremes, namely, values above and
below 1 sigma standard deviation (dashed lines in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d). As described
above, we test the significance of the results using resampling techniques. We note that
there is somewhat larger variability of the water vapor anomalies over Asia (standard
deviation σ = 0.25 ppmv) compared to NA (σ = 0.19 ppmv), possibly related to the overall
stronger intensity of convection and/or more confined circulation over the Asian monsoon
(e.g., Figure 3.2). Spatial patterns of the composited wet and dry monsoon anomalies
(not shown here) reveal broad patterns that overlap the time-averaged structures shown
in Figure 3.2, and we do not find distinctive spatial structures for the averages of either
extreme.
While our focus is on the variability ofmonsoon water vapor at 100 hPa, we have
also examined corresponding variability at higher levels. Fluctuations at 82 hPa nearly
mirror those at 100 hPa, with approximately one half of the amplitude; correlations of
subseasonal variations between 100 hPa and 82 hPa are 0.77 and 0.68 for the Asian
and NA monsoon regions, respectively. For the Asianmonsoon the variability at 68 hPa
is reduced further but is still correlated with 100 hPa. The NA monsoon is no longer
evident as an isolated water vapor maximum at and above 68 hPa, and likewise the Asian
monsoon maximum disappears above 68 hPa. We note that these results are based on
the relatively thick (~3 km) layers measured by MLS, with likely significant overlap of
information between adjacent levels.
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One further note regards the analysis of water vapor on isentropes versus pressure
levels. The relatively fast circulation in the monsoon regions might suggest that our
analyses should be focused on isentropic levels versus pressure levels native to the MLS
retrievals. However, this has the disadvantage of requiring interpolation of all data to
isentropic levels, with attendant uncertainties (especially regarding the thick layer MLS
data). Moreover, we have tested such calculations and find nearly identical variability
for water vapor diagnosed on the 400 K isentrope compared to 100 hPa (Figure 3.4).
Accordingly, we choose to perform our analyses based on pressure levels.

3.4.3 Asian Monsoon
OLR anomalies composited for the wet and dry stratospheric H2 O anomalies over the
Asian monsoon are shown in Figure 3.5. The overall patterns show an east-west dipole
structure to the OLR anomalies in both cases, with high statistical coherence with the
stratospheric H2 O variations. The east-west dipole patterns are a signature of longitudinal shifts in the large-scale deep convection. Comparisons with the background OLR
structure (grey contours in Figures 3.5a and 3.5b) show that the anomalous OLR variations over the eastern portion of the dipole act to reinforce or decrease the strongest
climatological deep convection near ~80–110°E; the sign of the anomalies is such that
stronger deep convection occurs in association with a relatively dry stratosphere (Figure
3.5b) and weaker convection for a wet stratosphere (Figure 3.5a). While the anomalies on
the western side of the dipole (~50–80°E) are as strong as on the eastern side, they probably have little direct influence (via overshooting convection) on the lower stratosphere,
as they occur in a region of weaker climatological deep convection.
Temporal variations of the dry stratosphere composited OLR anomalies over 20–30°N
(near the center of the patterns in Figure 3.5b) are shown in Figure 3.6 (i.e., the composited OLR leads or lags the stratospheric water vapor). Enhanced convection over ~80–
140°E precedes the stratospheric dry anomalies by ~0–10 days, consistent with a causal
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Figure 3.5: Composited OLR anomalies for (a) wet and (b) dry stratospheric water vapor
extrema over the Asian monsoon region. Results are shown for OLR averaged 0–10 days prior
to the stratospheric water vapor extrema. The colors indicate the OLR variations, with red
(low OLR) denoting enhanced deep convection. Stippling denotes the regions of statistical
significance. The grey lines indicate the background average OLR, highlighting the location of
climatological deep convection.
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Figure 3.6: Time variations of OLR anomalies over 20–30°N composited for dry stratospheric
water vapor extremes in the Asian monsoon region. Red indicates enhanced deep convection,
and stippling denotes statistically significant results.

link; during this time, decreases in convection occur over ~50–80°E. Temporal variations
in Figure 3.6 suggest oscillation time scales for the large-scale convection of ~30–50 days,
which is consistent with previous analyses of low-frequency variations in the Asian monsoon circulation statistics [e.g., Yasunari, 1981; Lau and Chan, 1986; Annamalai and
Slingo, 2001].
As discussed in the Introduction, variations in deep convection can influence LS water
vapor via direct overshooting and by modifying large-scale circulation and temperatures.
In the latter case, the causal mechanism is related to changes in diabatic heating linked
to the convection (and note that the large-scale diabatic heating is responsible for the
presence of the summer monsoon UTLS anticyclonic circulations in the first place [e.g.,
Hoskins and Rodwell, 1995]). We have examined the diabatic heating estimates obtained
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis and find strong correlations with observed variations in
OLR. For example, Figure 3.7 shows diabatic heating anomalies (averaged in the vertical
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Figure 3.7: Composited anomalies in tropospheric column average (700–200 hPa) diabatic
heating (K/day) for dry stratospheric water vapor extrema over the Asian monsoon. Results are
shown for diabatic heating 0–10 days prior to the stratospheric water vapor anomaly minimum.

over 700–200 hPa) composited for dry stratospheric water vapor anomalies, showing a
clear east-west dipole structure that is highly correlated with the composited OLR patterns in Figure 3.5b, indicating that enhanced convection is linked with stronger diabatic
heating (and vice versa). While this behavior is expected, these results confirm a physical
link between diabatic heating linked to deep convection and large-scale circulations in the
monsoon regions. Similar coherence between OLR and diabatic heating is found for wet
and dry LS water vapor composites for both Asian and NA monsoon regions (results not
shown).
A key link between the large-scale circulation and stratospheric water vapor is temperature in the lower stratosphere, and Figure 3.8 shows temperatures at 100 hPa composited for the Asian monsoon stratospheric H2 O extremes. The temperature patterns show
north-south dipole patterns centered on the climatological anticyclone (indicated by the
circulation vectors in Figure 3.8). The sign of the temperature anomalies is such that a wet
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stratosphere is linked to warm temperatures on the south side of the anticyclone (Figure
3.8a) and vice versa for the dry stratosphere (Figure 3.8b). This is precisely the behavior
expected from the calculations of Wright et al. [2011],who highlight the importance of
dehydration on the south (cold) side of the anticyclone for controlling stratospheric water
vapor.
Further aspects of the three-dimensional temperature and wind variations of the Asian
monsoon associated with stratospheric water vapor extremes are shown in the latitudeheight cross sections in Figure 3.9 (through the center of the anticyclone, averaged over
70–120°E). Temperature anomalies are evident in the lower stratosphere (consistent with
Figure 3.8), and there are furthermore out-of-phase patterns in the troposphere so that the
temperatures exhibit an overall quadrupole structure. There are corresponding maxima
in zonal wind anomalies in the UTLS (in thermal wind balance with the temperatures),
which reflects variations in the intensity of the anticyclonic circulation, and these variations are approximately in phase or out of phase with the climatological anticyclone
structure in Figure 2a. Stratospheric dry anomalies (Figure 3.9b) are linked with a stronger anticyclone and a warm troposphere and cold lower stratosphere over ~15–30°N (and
oppositely signed temperatures north of 35°N). These dynamical variations are tied to
enhanced deep convection (Figure 3.5b) and diabatic heating (Figure 3.7) east of 80°E.
Nearly opposite patterns are seen for the wet stratosphere composites (Figure 3.9a): colder subtropical troposphere, warmer lower stratosphere, and weaker anticyclone (coupled
with weaker convection; Figure 3.5a). The overall circulation exhibits balanced dynamical
structure (as expected), while it is the temperatures in the subtropical lower stratosphere
that are of most direct relevance for the LS monsoon water vapor.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the temporal variations in key quantities during one individual
summer (2009) that highlight the links shown in the composites. During this summer there
are several distinct maxima in LS water vapor (± 0.4 ppmv), with an approximate 30–40
day time scale (top curve in Figure 3.10). Figure 3.10 shows that these H2 O changes are
simply linked to 100 hPa temperatures in the subtropics and to changes in tropospheric
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Figure 3.8: Composited temperature anomalies at 100 hPa for (a) wet and (b) dry
stratospheric water vapor extrema over the Asian monsoon region. Results are shown for
temperatures averaged 0–10 days prior to the water vapor anomaly extrema. The plus and
minus signs highlight the subtropical regions which influence dehydration in the stratosphere.
The wind vectors indicate the climatological anticyclonic circulation at 100 hPa.
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Figure 3.9: Latitude-height cross sections of composited temperature (colors) and zonal wind
anomalies (contours, with contour interval of 1 m/s) averaged over 70–120°E for (a) wet and
(b) dry stratospheric water vapor extremes over the Asian monsoon region. The solid (dashed)
contours indicate the westerly (easterly) wind anomalies. Results are shown for temperatures
and winds averaged 0–10 days prior to the water vapor anomaly extrema. The white plus and
minus signs highlight the temperature anomalies in the subtropical stratosphere which
primarily influence stratospheric water vapor.

deep convection (less convection, warmer subtropical temperatures, and enhanced water
vapor, with OLR and temperatures slightly preceding H2 O).

3.4.4 NA Monsoon
OLR anomalies composited for extreme wet and dry stratospheric anomalies above the
NA monsoon are shown in Figure 3.11. Strongly significant OLR variations are seen in
both composites, centered over the southern United States and Gulf of Mexico (~20–35°N)
and extending over the western Atlantic Ocean, and the sign of the composites is such
that stronger convection is linked with a relatively dry stratosphere (Figure 3.11b) and
vice versa (Figure 3.11a). Note that the OLR variations in Figure 3.11 are substantially
north of the time-mean climatological OLR maxima, which are centered over Central
America. Variations of the OLR for the dry stratosphere composites are shown as a
function of time lag in Figure 3.12, showing that enhanced convection precedes the dry
stratosphere events by ~0–10 days (similar to the Asian monsoon results in Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.10: Time series of key variations in the Asian monsoon region during
May–September 2009. Results show (top) 100 hPa water vapor anomalies in the monsoon
region, (middle) 100 hPa temperature anomalies in the subtropics, and (bottom) OLR
anomalies in the key convective region identified in Figure 3.5 (20–30°N, 90–120°E). Positive
OLR anomalies indicate reduced deep convection.
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Figure 3.11: Composited OLR anomalies for (a) wet and (b) dry stratospheric water vapor
extrema over the NA monsoon region. Results are shown for OLR averaged 0–10 days prior to
the stratospheric water vapor anomaly extrema. The red colors (low OLR) denote enhanced
deep convection. Stippling denotes regions of statistical significance. The grey lines indicate the
background climatological deep convection.
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Figure 3.12: Time variations of OLR anomalies over 25–35°N composited for dry
stratospheric water vapor extremes in the NA monsoon region. Red indicates enhanced deep
convection, and stippling indicates statistically significant results.

A very similar, oppositely signed signature is found for the wet composites (not shown).
There is less evidence of 30–40 day oscillatory behavior in the NA convection in Figure
3.12 compared to statistics for the Asian monsoon (Figure 3.6).
The 100 hPa temperature composites for the NA monsoon are shown in Figure 3.13.
Patterns exhibit a north-south dipole structure centered near the anticyclonic circulation,
with warm anomalies on the south side for the wet composites and cold anomalies for the
dry composites. In both cases, there are somewhat stronger temperature anomalies on
the north side, but these may have less relevance for stratospheric H2 O, as dehydration
will occur primarily on the climatologically colder south side, e.g., Figure 3.3.
Meridional cross-section composites for the zonal winds and temperatures (Figure
3.14) highlight lower stratospheric temperature anomalies with out-of-phase patterns in
the troposphere, with the strongest anomalies over ~30–40°N. There are strong modula-
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Figure 3.13: Composited temperature anomalies at 100 hPa for (a) wet and (b) dry
stratospheric water vapor extrema over the NA monsoon region. Results are shown for
temperatures averaged 0–10 days prior to the water vapor anomaly extrema. The plus and
minus signs highlight the subtropical regions which influence dehydration in the stratosphere.
The wind vectors indicate the climatological anticyclonic circulation at 100 hPa.
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tions of UTLS anticyclonic circulation in balance with the temperatures, although the
patterns are centered on the temperature anomalies over 30–40°N, somewhat north of
the climatological anticyclone shown in Figure 3.2b. The overall sense of the OLR, temperature, and circulation patterns is that a relatively wet LS is linked with reduced
deep convection over 25–35°N (Figure 3.11a), warm temperatures in the subtropical lower stratosphere and northward displaced anticyclonic circulation; mirror images of these
structures are found for the dry stratospheric composites.

3.4.5 Quantifying Water Vapor Versus Temperature Relationships
Our composite results suggest that temperatures in the subtropical lower stratosphere are
the key factor controlling extreme variations in LS monsoon water vapor, via dehydration in the cold region of the anticyclone. These temperature variations are in turn forced
by largescale fluctuations in deep convection and diabatic heating in the troposphere. If
subtropical temperatures are controlling stratospheric water vapor in the wider monsoon
regions, then we anticipate that the water vapor anomalies will be linked to the subtropical temperatures via the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship. This behavior is tested for
the Asian monsoon in Figure 3.15a, showing a two-dimensional distribution of the H2 O
anomalies (in the wider monsoon region, i.e., the data in Figure 3.4c) versus temperatures in the subtropical LS (over the region of maximum temperature anomalies in Figure
3.8, 15–30°N and 70–120°E; boxed regions in Figure 3.8) for all June–August days during
2005–2013. Figure 3.15a also shows the functional relationship expected according to the
dehydration at 100% relative humidity according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship
(solid line), the latter expressed as anomalies from a reference at T = 192 K and 100 hPa.
The results in Figure 3.15a show a significant correlation between H2 O and temperature
(r = 0.46) but rather poor agreement with the theoretical curve.
Somewhat better agreement with theory can be obtained by assuming that the air
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Figure 3.14: Latitude-height cross sections of composited temperature (colors) and zonal
winds (contours, with contour interval of 1m/s) averaged over 80–120°W for (a) wet and (b)
dry stratospheric water vapor extremes over the NA monsoon region. Results are shown for
temperatures and winds averaged 0–10 days prior to the water vapor anomaly extrema. The
white plus and minus signs highlight the temperature anomalies in the subtropical stratosphere
which primarily influence stratospheric water vapor.

is dehydrated in the subtropical temperature anomaly region and then diluted into the
wider monsoon region. In the highly idealized situation where dehydration occurs in the
(smaller) subtropical edge of the anticyclone and is diluted into the (larger) monsoon
region, we can approximate the theoretically expected water vapor anomaly as that calculated according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, scaled by the fractional area of
the dehydration region compared to the larger monsoon. In the case of the Asian monsoon this fraction (i.e., the ratio of the boxed area in Figure 3.8 to the larger monsoon
region in Figure 3.2a) is approximately one fourth. Figure 3.15a shows the results of this
“diluted” calculation for a series of fractional areas (1/3, 1/5, and 1/7), showing that
such dilution leads to a smaller H2 O versus temperature slope (as expected), with results
showing better agreement with the observed H2 O versus temperature behavior. Although
based on highly idealized assumptions, these calculations demonstrate that dehydration
in the subtropics is a quantitatively reasonable model for understanding LS water vapor
in the Asian summer monsoon.
Similar statistics and calculations are shown for the NA monsoon region in Figure
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3.15b. In this case there is less variability in water vapor and weaker overall correlations
with temperature (r = 0.34), although this is still a statistically significant relationship.
Comparison with the (undiluted) Clausius-Clapeyron calculation (calculated for a reference T = 195 and 100 hPa; solid line in Figure 3.15b) shows poor agreement with the
slope of the observed behavior. Considering dilution of the dehydrated air by various
fractional areas (dashed lines in Figure 3.15b) improves agreement with the observed
distribution to some degree, although the weaker overall H2 O versus temperature correlations in the NA monsoon makes a quantitative link to theory less compelling than for
the Asian monsoon. Part of the differences with the Asian monsoon may result from the
much weaker circulation and isolating influence of the NA monsoon, so that subtropical
dehydration is effectively more diluted, producing weaker overall correlations.

3.5 Conclusions and Discussion

The Asian and NA monsoon regions have a dominant influence on LS water vapor during
NH summer, and transport from these regions likely influence the global stratosphere [e.g.,
Gettelman et al., 2004a; Ploeger et al., 2013]. The objective of this study is to examine
the natural (subseasonal) variations of water vapor in the monsoon regions and their links
to deep convection and large-scale temperatures and circulation, to understand processes
that maintain the climatological behavior.
Time series of LS water vapor in the monsoon regions show large subseasonal fluctuations, in addition to significant year-to-year variability (Figure 3.4). The nature of the
year-to-year changes is not well understood. Based on previous work linking stratospheric
water vapor with QBO and ENSO influences [e.g., Geller et al., 2002; Gettelman et al.,
2001] we have modeled the interannual variations in the monsoon regions based on regressions onto standard QBO and ENSO indices. These regressions indeed capture some
components of interannual variability, although we emphasize that the physical links to
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Figure 3.15: The contours indicate the two-dimensional distribution of 100 hPa water vapor
anomalies versus 100 hPa temperature in the subtropics for the (a) Asian monsoon and (b) NA
monsoon (specific areas are noted in the text). The contours enclose 90% (outer contour), 70,
50, 30, and 10% of all of the daily data points during June to August 2005–2013. Time series
were smoothed with a 3 day running average, and water vapor anomalies are lagged by 6 days
with respect to the temperatures, which maximizes the overall correlations. In each panel the
solid grey line indicates the relationship expected from dehydration at 100% relative humidity
according to Clausius-Clapeyron, and the dashed lines indicate the results from an idealized
calculation where the dehydrated air is diluted into the wider monsoon region (the fractions on
the dashed lines indicate the fractional area of the two regions, as discussed in text).
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the QBO and ENSO are poorly understood, and this is simply an empirical method to
remove some components of interannual variability. As a note, the predominant variability in the monsoon regions is on subseasonal time scales (as seen in Figure 3.4), and
our composite results (and overall conclusions) are not changed if we choose a different
method or do not remove the interannual variability. The subseasonal variability in LS
water vapor is significantly higher over Asia as compared to the NA monsoon, and this
may be related to the significantly stronger deep convection and circulation for the Asian
monsoon or to the more confined behavior of the Asian anticyclone.
Composited variations in the Asian monsoon show that dry LS water vapor anomalies
are linked to relatively stronger deep convection over ~20–30°N and ~80–130°E, overlapping the region of strongest climatological deep convection near 80–110°E (Figure 3.5a).
There is corresponding reduced convection to the west, so that there is an east-west dipole structure to the fluctuations in deep convection. Variations in tropospheric column
diabatic heating are closely related to OLR anomalies (cf. Figures 3.5b and 3.7). Nearly
opposite patterns are found for composites of wet stratospheric anomalies. Variations in
deep convection precede changes in LS water vapor by ~0–10 days, and time lag calculations (Figure 3.6) suggest oscillatory behavior in the system with time scale of 30–40
days (consistent with previous analyses of deep convection in the Asian monsoon [e.g.,
Lau and Chan, 1986]). This can directly result in 30–40 day variability in LS water vapor,
as seen in Figure 3.10. Furthermore, the east-west dipole patterns in convection linked to
extreme LS water vapor (Figure 3.5) are similar to behavior identified for intraseasonal
oscillations in the Asian monsoon region [e.g., Lau and Chan, 1986; Kikuchi et al., 2012].
These similarities in space-time behavior suggest that intraseasonal variations in LS water
vapor are probably linked to the more well-known intraseasonal variability of the monsoon circulation, via modulation of temperatures in the subtropical lower stratosphere.
We have tested correlations between monsoon average LS water vapor (Figure 3.4c) and
established indices of the monsoon variability (such as the Boreal Summer Intraseasonal
Oscillation indices of Kikuchi et al. [2012]), and find weak but significant correlations
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(~0.2), suggesting a physical link with large-scale monsoon circulation.
The link between enhanced deep convection and a relatively dry stratosphere (and
vice versa) is surprising at first sight, as one might expect stronger convection to result
in wet stratospheric anomalies (via effects of overshooting convection [e.g., Dessler and
Sherwood, 2004]). However, the observed links are explained by the large-scale temperature variations that accompany the changes in convection: the enhanced convection in
the troposphere is linked to cooling in the subtropical LS, which is the region of most
relevance for dehydration in the monsoon region (as discussed in Wright et al. [2011]).
These subtropical temperatures then directly influence dehydration in the monsoon region as a whole. Very similar, mirror-image patterns are observed for wet stratospheric
composites (less convection and relatively warm subtropical LS temperatures). The LS
subtropical temperatures are part of the large-scale temperature and circulation response
to convection, including out-of-phase temperature variations between the troposphere and
stratosphere, and balanced variations in the strength of the UTLS monsoon anticyclone.
These changes modulate the climatological structure, with stronger anticyclonic circulation for enhanced deep convection. For both wet and dry anomalies in LS water vapor,
variations in deep convection (and diabatic heating) within the monsoon system precede
and force the dynamic variability leading to the observed changes in the stratosphere.
Overall, similar behavior is observed for composites of NA monsoon water vapor, including dry H2 O anomalies tied to enhanced deep convection (Figure 3.11b) and cold
subtropical LS temperatures (and mirror-image results for wet composites). Likewise,
large-scale balanced variations in temperature and circulation occur for the NA monsoon
region, although in this case the patterns are shifted slightly northward from the climatological anticyclone, and the largest-temperature anomalies occur over ~30–40°N. This
behavior may result from the fact that the anomalies in deep convection occur over ~20–
35°N (Figure 11), north of the climatological maximum near Central America (~0–15°N)
(i.e., both the OLR and dynamical responses are shifted northward from their climatological maxima). In any case, the overall similarity to variability within the Asian monsoon
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is clear, especially the subtropical LS temperature changes that are coupled to monsoon
water vapor. While Higgins and Shi [2000] present evidence for coherent low-frequency
(30–60 day) variations of the NA monsoon, our results do not show a strong influence for
such variability.
The mechanism of large-scale dehydration controlling LS monsoon water vapor is
consistent with calculations comparing observed water vapor-temperature changes with
expectations from simple theory (dehydration at 100% relative humidity following ClausiusClapeyron scaling), taking into account dilution of the dehydrated air into the larger monsoon region. The water vapor-temperature relationship exhibits significant correlation for
the Asian monsoon (Figure 3.15a), where the variability inwater vapor is relatively large
and the strong circulation contributes to confined air masses. Assuming that dilution approximately scales as the area of the strongest subtropical temperature anomalies (boxed
regions in Figure 3.8) to the wider monsoon regions (Figure 3.2), reasonable agreement
is found between theory and the observed statistics (Figure 3.15a). This supports the interpretation that subtropical temperatures primarily control LS summer monsoon water
vapor. In comparison, there is weaker correlation for the statistics over NA (although
still statistically significant), and the observed H2 O versus temperature relationships (Figure 3.15b) suggest more dilution (consistent with less confinement in the weaker NA
anticyclone).
We note that our calculations do not address the issue of the origin of enhanced LS
water vapor in the monsoon regions. Because of the very strong background gradient in
water vapor, transport of wet air to the LS can occur in broad-scale upward circulations
[e.g., Park et al., 2007] and/or extreme deep convection. But the model calculations of
Wright et al. [2011], in addition to the results shown here, suggest that in situ dehydration
in the cold subtropics (along with confinement within the anticyclonic circulation) is the
key process for maintaining the relatively wet air in the LS monsoon regions.
Our overall results demonstrate that variations in large-scale temperature, forced by
deep convection, are the main controlling factor influencing LS water vapor on subsea-
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sonal time scales in the monsoon regions. The key temperatures occur in the subtropical
LS, on the cold side of the anticyclonic circulation, as suggested by the model calculations
of Wright et al. [2011]. These results are also consistent with the trajectory calculations of
Schoeberl et al. [2013], who find relative occurrence maxima in “final dehydration” points
in the subtropical monsoon regions during NH summer (consistent with the boxed regions
highlighted here in Figures 3.8 and 3.13). Our results support the surprising conclusion
that enhanced deep convection in the monsoon regions leads to colder subtropical temperatures and lower stratospheric water vapor, which is opposite of the result expected if
direct injection from overshooting convection was the controlling process. Anderson et al.
[2012] propose that enhanced deep convection in a changing climate could lead to higher
amounts of water vapor in the monsoon regions, but our results suggest that stronger
convection may produce the opposite effect on large scales.
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Chapter IV
Impact of geographic variations of
the convective and dehydration
center on stratospheric water vapor
over the Asian monsoon region
Substantial portions of this chapter were previously published in Zhang, K., Fu, R., Wang,
T., and Liu, Y. (2016a): Impact of geographic variations of the convective and dehydration
center on stratospheric water vapor over the Asian monsoon region, Atmos. Chem. Phys.,
16, 7825-7835, doi:10.5194/acp-16-7825-2016. Zhang, K. and Fu, R. designed research and
wrote the paper. Fu, R., Wang, T. and Liu, Y. contributed ideas to analysis and revisions.
Wang, T. conducted trajectory model experiments in this study.

4.1 Abstract

The Asian monsoon region is the most prominent moisture center of water vapor in the
lower stratosphere (LS) during boreal summer. Previous studies have suggested that the
transport of water vapor to the Asian monsoon LS is controlled by dehydration temperatures and convection mainly over the Bay of Bengal and Southeast Asia. However, there is
a clear geographic variation of convection associated with the seasonal and intra-seasonal
variations of the Asian monsoon circulation, and the relative influence of such a geographic variation of convection vs. the variation of local dehydration temperatures on water
vapor transport is still not clear. Using satellite observations from the Aura Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS) and a domain-filling forward trajectory model, we show that almost
half of the seasonal water vapor increase in the Asian monsoon LS are attributable to
geographic variations of convection and resultant variations of the dehydration center,
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of which the influence is comparable to the influence of the local dehydration temperature increase. In particular, dehydration temperatures are coldest over the southeast
and warmest over the northwest Asian monsoon region. Although the convective center
is located over Southeast Asia, an anomalous increase of convection over the northwest
Asia monsoon region increases local diabatic heating in the tropopause layer and air
masses entering the LS are dehydrated at relatively warmer temperatures. Due to warmer dehydration temperatures, anomalously moist air enters the LS and moves eastward
along the northern flank of the monsoon anticyclonic flow, leading to wet anomalies in
the LS over the Asian monsoon region. Likewise, when conconvection increases over the
Southeast Asia monsoon region, dry anomalies appear in the LS. On a seasonal scale,
this feature is associated with the monsoon circulation, convection and diabatic heating
marching towards the northwest Asia monsoon region from June to August. The march
of convection leads to an increasing fraction of the air mass to be dehydrated at warmer
temperatures over the northwest Asia monsoon region. Work presented here confirms the
dominant role of temperatures on water vapor variations and emphasizes that further
studies should take geographic variations of the dehydration center into consideration
when studying water vapor variations in the LS as it is linked to changes of convection
and large-scale circulation patterns.

4.2 Introduction

Water vapor variation in the lower stratosphere (LS) contributes significantly to global
climate change through altering the radiation budget [Forster et al., 1999; Solomon et al.,
2010; Dessler et al., 2013] and chemical processes, particularly ozone depletion [Evans et
al., 1998; Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Shindell, 2001; Stenke and Grewe, 2005; Anderson
et al., 2012]. Water vapor in the LS exhibits a localized maximum over the Asian monsoon
region from May to September [Rosenlof et al., 1997; Randel et al., 2001; Dessler and
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Sherwood, 2004; Milz et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015]. This center of
maximum water vapor is an important moisture source for the global stratosphere [e.g.,
Randel et al., 2001; Gettelman et al., 2004a; Ploeger et al., 2013], although its contribution
relative to that of the tropical LS is still a subject of active research [Rosenlof et al., 1997;
Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2011]. Global models have suggested the importance
of the Asian monsoon for water vapor transport to the tropics and global stratosphere
[Dethof et al., 1999; Bannister et al., 2004; Gettelman et al., 2004a; Ploeger et al., 2013].
Therefore, it is important to understand the processes controlling transport of water vapor
into the Asian monsoon LS.
The maximum LS water vapor concentration in the Asian summer monsoon region
is a result of convective transport of moist air trapped by strong monsoon anticyclonic
circulation [Dunkerton, 1995; Jackson et al., 1998; Dethof et al., 1999; Park et al., 2007;
Ploeger et al., 2015]. However, these convective transport pathways are still debatable.
Convection within the Asian monsoon region predominantly reaches about 200 hPa (~12.5
km above sea-level) [e.g., Fu et al., 2006; Park et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2011]. Moist
air transported by convection at this level would be dehydrated as it slowly ascends
to the tropopause [Holton and Gettelman, 2001]. Consequently, the occurrence of deep
convection is less correlated with the variation of water vapor in the LS than in the upper
troposphere within the Asian monsoon region [Park et al., 2007].
The relative impact of convection and temperatures on LS water vapor variations is an
ongoing study. Fu et al. [2006] suggested that deep convection over the Tibetan Plateau
and south slope of the Himalayas can reach the tropopause more frequently. They proposed that the deep convection (in combination with warmer tropopause temperatures)
could be the main source of water vapor for the LS over the Asian monsoon region. Some
studies suggest that water vapor can be transported into the LS via direct convective
injection over the Bay of Bengal and Southeast Asia [Park et al., 2007; James et al.,
2008; Devasthale and Fueglistaler, 2010]. Wright et al. [2011] compared the relative contributions of three distinct convective regimes within Southeast Asia (i.e., South Asian
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subcontinent, the South China and Philippine Seas, and the Tibetan Plateau and South
Slope of the Himalayas) to the seasonal variation of water vapor in the tropical LS. They
concluded that air parcels emanating from convection over the Tibetan Plateau were most
moist but least numerous; air parcels originating from convection over Southeast Asia and
the tropical tropopause were driest but most prominent summer source of tropospheric
air to the tropical stratosphere.
Recently, Randel et al. [2015] showed that there is a dominant influence of temperatures over the southeastern flank of the Asian anticyclone on intra-seasonal variations
of stratospheric water vapor over the Asian monsoon regions; overshooting deep convection was found to play a relatively minor role. However, seasonal temperature changes in
this region cannot fully explain the continuous increase of LS water vapor in the Asian
monsoon region during summertime, as will be shown in this paper. Besides, there is a
clear geographic variation of convection associated with the seasonal and intra-seasonal
variations of the Asian monsoon circulation. However, the relative influence of such geographic variation of convection vs. the variation of local dehydration temperatures on
water vapor transport is still not clear. In this study, we aim to clarify this question and
the role of convection by analyzing water vapor transport based on the Aura Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS) daily observations and a domain-filling forward trajectory model.

4.3 Data and Methodology

In order to examine the relationships between water vapor, temperatures and convection
over the summertime Asian monsoon region, we analyze water vapor observations from
the Aura MLS and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from NOAA (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) for the 2005–2013 boreal summers (May–September).
We grid level 2 version 3.3 daily MLS water vapor to 10o × 5o longitude by latitude from
215 to 100 hPa. Within this vertical range, the MLS H2 O precisions are 0.5–0.9 ppmv,
ranging from 15% at 100 hPa to 40% at 215 hPa [Livesey et al., 2011]. NOAA interpolated
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Figure 4.1: Climatological 100 hPa water vapor observed by the Aura MLS (black) and
simulated by the traj_ERAi (blue) and traj_MERRA (green). The time series were averaged
over the Asian monsoon region (20–40o N, 40–140o E) during May–September, 2005–2013. The
red line denotes the time series of tropopause temperatures averaged over the same domain as
in R15 (15–30o N, 70– 120o E), calculated based on the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) tropopause definition. The shadings indicate the corresponding standard deviation
intervals.

daily OLR in 2.5o × 2.5o horizontal resolution is used as a proxy for convection. The
diabatic heating data used for analysis is from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) archive (output from
the reanalysis model forecast fields) [Dee et al., 2011]. Singular value decomposition (SVD)
[Bretherton et al., 1992] is applied to the covariance matrix between daily anomalies of
water vapor and OLR to objectively identify the coupled patterns and the maximum
covariance.
We use a domain-filling forward trajectory model to identify the water vapor transport pathways over the summertime Asian monsoon region. The trajectory model used
here follows the description from Schoeberl and Dessler [2011], with trajectory integration calculated from Bowman trajectory code [Bowman, 1993; Bowman et al., 2013]. Two
trajectory runs driven by different circulation and temperature fields from two reanalyses
are compared to evaluate the uncertainties: (1) ERA-Interim fields [Dee et al., 2011],
denoted as traj_ERAi; (2) Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Ap-
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plications (MERRA) fields [Rienecker et al., 2011], denoted as traj_MERRA. Previous
studies have shown that this model is able to simulate both water vapor [Schoeberl and
Dessler, 2011; Schoeberl et al., 2012,2013; Wang et al., 2015] and chemical tracers [Wang
et al., 2014] in the LS very well. In this study, we analyze results from diabatic runs in
isentropic coordinates, in which the potential temperature tendency is converted from
the diabatic heating rates as vertical velocity. Parcels are initialized at the tropical 370K
isentropic level, which is above the level of zero radiative heating (355–365 K) [Gettelman
et al., 2002] but below the tropical tropopause (375–380 K). Along the trajectory integration, we use 100% saturation level with respect to ice to remove excess of water vapor
instantly, i.e., the “instant dehydration”, which has been proven effective in simulating
stratospheric water vapor [e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Schoeberl et al., 2014]. In this
study, we screen all the air parcels in the Asian monsoon region at 100 hPa each day and
determine their “most recent dehydration” (MRD) statistics. The term MRD is used to
indicate the most recent dehydration event along the historical travel path of an air parcel
before it reaches 100 hPa. Therefore, the MRD statistics solely determine the amount of
water vapor for each air parcel in the trajectory model. Details of parcel initialization
and removal criterion for water vapor along the trajectories can be found in Wang et al.
[2015].Water vapor in the trajectory model have been gridded and weighted by the weighting matrix of the MLS averaging kernels for fair comparison. Since the trajectory model
has larger uncertainties in simulating water vapor below 100 hPa, we applied weighting
functions only to levels above 100 hPa. This would cause some dry biases compared with
MLS values, which will be discussed case by case in the results part.
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Figure 4.2: (a–d) Probability density distributions of last dehydration locations for air parcels
located at 100 hPa over the Asian monsoon region during May to August derived from
traj_ERAi (white contours from 1 to 5.5% with an interval of 0.5 %). Color shadings are
averaged tropopause temperatures in ERA-Interim. The two boxes are the two domains
distinguishing the west and east side of the Asian monsoon region in Figure 3. (e) The average
tropopause temperatures weighted by the dehydration frequency distributions in traj_ERAi
(blue) and traj_MERRA (green) respectively. The color shadings indicate the corresponding
standard deviation intervals.
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Seasonal enhancement of LS water vapor over the Asian monsoon region
During boreal summer, there is an isolated moisture center observed in the LS over the
Asian monsoon region [Rosenlof et al., 1997; Randel et al., 2001; Dessler and Sherwood,
2004; Milz et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2015], primarily at 100 and 82
hPa but weakened at higher levels based on the Aura MLS observations. In this study,
we use 100 hPa to represent the LS over the Asian monsoon region. LS water vapor
increases continuously throughout the summertime from May to August [e.g., Randel
et al., 2015] as shown by the black line in Figure 4.1. Similar temporal variations –
although containing dry biases – can also be simulated by the trajectory model (blue
and green lines in Figure 4.1), in which water vapor is determined by temperatures at
MRD locations. The outputs are weighted vertically by excluding the simulated values
below 100 hPa. This makes water vapor values slightly lower than those in the Aura MLS
due to less convective influences from air below. The agreement between the trajectory
model simulations and observations of water vapor variations imply that temperatures,
rather than convective injection, dominate the observed seasonal enhancement over the
Asian monsoon region. Both observations and trajectory model simulations of the Asian
monsoon show that dehydration primarily occurs on the cold (equatorward) side of the
LS anticyclonic circulation [Wright et al., 2011; Randel et al., 2015]. However, the seasonal
changes of 100 hPa temperatures over the southeastern flank of the anticyclone (15–30o N,
70–120o E, the red line in Figure 4.1), which are expected to dominate dehydration of the
LS over the Asian monsoon region [Randel et al., 2015], do not increase concurrently with
water vapor from May to August. Therefore, temperatures at this location cannot fully
explain the continuous increase of water vapor in the LS of the Asian monsoon region
from early to late summer.
To identify the temperature-controlled areas for each month, we use the trajectory
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Experiments
CTL
Exp_TEM
Exp_LOC
Exp_TEM_LOC

Dehydration
pattern
June
June
August
August

Dehydration
temperatures
June
August
June
August

Averaged water
vapor (unit: ppmv)
3.71 (3.80)
4.20 (4.16)
4.30 (4.22)
4.81 (4.71)

Table 4.1: Three idealized experiments based on traj_ERAi (values in bold) and
traj_MERRA (values in brackets) to quantify the relative contributions of dehydration shift
and dehydration temperatures on averaged water vapor over the Asian monsoon region.

model to determine the MRD locations for all the air parcels at 100 hPa over the Asian
monsoon region (20–40o N, 40–140o E). Figures 4.2a–d shows the probability density distribution of the MRD locations during May to August (white contours) and the average
tropopause temperatures (color shadings). A common feature is that dehydration mostly occurs on the cold (equatorward) side of the Asian monsoon anticyclonic circulation,
consistent with Wright et al. [2011]. This behavior of dehydration through the cold temperatures is similar to the freeze-drying process near the cold-point tropopause over the
western Pacific [Holton et al., 1995; Holton and Gettelman, 2001]. During May, most of
the air parcels are dehydrated over Southeast Asia, where temperatures are lower than
other Asian monsoon areas. The center of dehydration shifts north-westward to the Bay
of Bengal in June (Figure 4.2b), expands to the Bay of Bengal/north India in July (Figure 4.2c) and finally shifts to north India during August (Figure 4.2d). Figure 4.2e shows
the time series of tropopause temperatures following the dehydration locations in both
traj_ERAi and traj_MERRA; these were calculated by weighting tropopause temperatures based on time-varying MRD frequency statistics for each day. The continuous increase
of weighted tropopause temperatures is consistent with the seasonal increase of 100 hPa
water vapor shown in Figure 4.1. A statistical view of the westward shift of dehydration
is shown in Figure 4.3a. From early to late summer, the fraction of air parcels that are
dehydrated over the west side of the Asian monsoon region (red line) increases gradually
but decreases over the east side (blue line). During September, the dehydration starts to
retreat from the west side towards the east side. The domains for the west side and east
side are outlined in the grey boxes in Figure 4.2. Tropopause temperatures are generally
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warmer over the west side compared to the east side of the Asian monsoon region (Figure
4.3b). Thus, as dehydration shifts westward toward warmer temperatures, more water
vapor can enter the LS over the Asian monsoon region. Within each domain, dehydration
locations vary from early to late summer, which leads to a continuous increase of the
weighted tropopause temperatures shown in Figure 4.3b and similar to Figure 4.2e.
In order to quantify the relative impact of geographic variations of the dehydration
center and local temperature changes on water vapor increase from June to August, we
conduct three idealized experiments based on traj_ERAi and traj_MERRA (Table 1).
Taking traj_ERAi as an example, we set our control experiment (CTL) to the dehydration
pattern (i.e., MRD locations) and temperatures observed in June. When only temperatures are changed to those observed in August (Exp_TEM), the averaged water vapor
in the Asian monsoon LS is increased by an average of 0.49 ppmv (where the standard
deviation is σ = 0.21 ppmv). This suggests a moistening effect of the local dehydration
temperature changes from June to August. Similarly, when the dehydration pattern is
modified by replacing the dehydration locations during June by those in August, while
keeping the dehydration temperatures unchanged from those of June (Exp_LOC), the
averaged water vapor is increased by on average 0.59 ppmv ( σ = 0.24 ppmv). This also shows a moistening effect of the geographic shift of dehydration center from June to
August. These combined moistening effects cause the average water vapor during August
to be approximately 4.81 ppmv (Exp_TEM_LOC). Thus, the westward geographic shift
of the dehydration center toward warmer temperatures over the western Asian monsoon
region could contribute to a significant increase of the total LS water vapor from June
to August; this is comparable to the contribution of the local temperature changes. Results from traj_MERRA are consistent with traj_ERAi even when accounting for minor
differences (Table 4.1). However, both trajectory runs indicate that the westward shift of
dehydration significantly enhances water vapor in the Asian monsoon LS from early to
late summer. These idealized experiments indicate that we may underestimate the water
vapor variations solely based on the large-scale temperature changes without considering
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Figure 4.3: (a) Climatological time series of percentage of dehydration (%) located over the
west side (15–35o N, 50–80o E, red line) and the east side (10–30o N, 90–120o E, blue line) for air
parcels located at 100 hPa over the Asian monsoon region based on traj_ERAi. (b) Average
tropopause temperatures weighted by the dehydration frequency distributions over the west
side and the east side respectively based on traj_ERAi. The color shadings indicate the
corresponding standard deviation intervals.
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the changes of dehydration statistics associated with the largescale circulation changes.
Diabatic heating, which drives the vertical transport in the trajectory model, also
shows a westward shift with stronger enhancement of rising motion over the west side
of the Asian monsoon region during August compared to that of May and June (Figure
4.4). This suggests a westward migration of vertical transport associated with a gradual
increase (decrease) of convection over the northwestern (southeastern) Asian monsoon
region from early to late summer. Such an anomalous shift of convection and diabatic
heating near the tropopause towards the northwest side is a common feature over the
Asian monsoon region during the boreal summer [e.g., Qian and Lee, 2000]. This leads to
an increasing fraction of air mass in the LS coming from the warmer west section of the
Asian monsoon region.

4.4.2 Intra-seasonal variations of LS water vapor over the Asian monsoon
region
To evaluate the relationships between the lower stratospheric water vapor variation,
convection and diabatic heating objectively, we applied SVD analysis to the data as
described in Sect. 4.3.2. Figure 4.5 shows the dominant mode of SVD for MLS water
vapor anomalies in the UT/LS and OLR anomalies. The pattern of water vapor anomalies at 100 hPa in Figure 4.5a shows uniform anomalies over the entire Asian monsoon
region with largest values over the western region. The corresponding OLR anomaly pattern (Figure 4.5d) illustrates a zonal east-west dipole pattern, i.e., anomalously strong
convection in the southwest and anomalously weak convection in the southeast of the
Asian monsoon region, respectively. The statistics of the first SVD mode confirm that
water vapor anomalies at 100 hPa over the Asian monsoon region during summer are
significantly correlated with OLR anomalies (r = 0.41, p < 0.01). This first SVD mode
accounts for a significant 42.63% of the total water vapor variance. By regressing 147 hPa
water vapor anomalies onto the principal component of the OLR SVD mode, we obtain
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Figure 4.4: Vertical-longitude distribution of climatological diabatic heating averaged within
15–30o N in ERA-Interim for (a) June; (b) difference between August and June. The differences
that are significant at 95% level based on student t test are dotted.
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the heterogeneous map of water vapor anomalies at 147 hPa (Figure 4.5b). Due to the
westward shift of convection, there is anomalously higher humidity in the entire UT over
the southwestern Asian monsoon region, where an increase of cirrus clouds also occurs
based on Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)
observations from 2006 to 2013 (not shown here). The heterogeneous maps of diabatic
heating and dehydration frequency anomalies are consistent with the westward shift of
convection, suggesting the latter probably enhances ascending motion and therefore the
fraction of air mass being dehydrated over the western Asian monsoon region (Figures
4.5c–d). The consistent wet anomalies from the UT to the LS – along with enhanced
diabatic heating and dehydration over the western Asian monsoon region – suggest that
the increase of LS water vapor over the Asian monsoon region is associated with enhanced
water vapor transport driven by anomalous convective diabatic heating over the western
monsoon region.
To further look at the intra-seasonal oscillation of the dehydration center associated
with the LS water vapor changes, we compared the behavior of MRD locations during wet
and dry days (Figure 4.6). We use the trajectory runs to identify the MRD locations for
all the air parcels at 100 hPa in the Asian monsoon region during wet and dry days, respectively, and compare their differences. We first evaluate the performance of the model
simulation on 100 hPa water vapor variations over the Asian monsoon region (20–40o N,
40–140o E). Figures 4.6a–b show the time series of 100 hPa water vapor anomalies in the
Asian monsoon region during summer from the trajectory runs (red line) compared with
the Aura MLS observations (black line, same as Figure 4a in Randel et al. [2015]). The trajectory model can simulate both interannual and intraseasonal variations of water vapor
in the Asian monsoon very well (r = 0.6 for traj_ERAi and r = 0.51 for traj_MERRA),
including most wet and dry extremes, which also further confirms the dominant role of
temperatures on controlling the LS water vapor variations. The traj_MERRA has larger
biases during 2006 compared to traj_ERAi, which leads to the relatively low correlation
with the observations. The correlations shown here could also be impacted by excluding
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Figure 4.5: First SVD mode between water vapor anomalies (ppmv) and OLR anomalies
(W/m2 ) over the Asian monsoon region. (a, b) Heterogeneous map of water vapor at 100 and
147 hPa on OLR SVD mode 1; (c) heterogeneous map of dehydration frequency derived from
traj_ERAi on OLR SVD mode 1; (d) heterogeneous map of diabatic heating at 25o N on OLR
SVD mode 1; (e) homogeneous map of OLR SVD mode 1; (f) standardized time series of 100
hPa water vapor anomalies and OLR anomalies. Note that the color bar for OLR is reversed.
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the simulated values at lower levels when the MLS weighting matrix is applied to the trajectory outputs. By selecting the wet and dry events (those above and below 1 standard
deviation, denoted by the red and blue dashed lines) in the trajectory runs, we further
investigate the different dehydration and initialization behavior during different moist
states in the LS. As shown in Figures 4.6c–d, there is more dehydration over the western
Asian monsoon region and less over the eastern region during the wet events compared
with dry events, implying a westward shift of dehydration. The underlying initialization
behavior at 370 K also shows a westward shift of the air source with more air from the
west side and less air from the east side during wet events than dry events (Figures 4.6e–
f). The clear westward shift of initialization and dehydration activities during wet events
is consistent with the observational results of enhanced water vapor transport over the
west side shown in Figure 4.5. This west-east oscillation of vertical transport is associated
with changes of the large-scale circulation forced by diabatic heating in the trajectory
model. These results are consistent between traj_ERAi and traj_MERRA, which further confirms the robust physical links between convection, dehydration and water vapor
transport. It is important to consider the west-east oscillations of the anomalous convective activity and dehydration center, in order to fully explain the changes of the LS water
vapor at both seasonal and intra-seasonal timescales.

4.5 Conclusions and Discussion

Water vapor in the Asian monsoon LS significantly influences water vapor of the global
stratosphere [Dethof et al., 1999; Bannister et al., 2004; Gettelman et al., 2004a; Ploeger et
al., 2013], but significant uncertainty still exists as to what processes control its transport.
This paper clarifies that the changes of dehydration locations – in addition to the changes
of local dehydration temperatures – have significant influence on water vapor transport
to the LS through a joint analysis of satellite data and trajectory model simulations.
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Although our focus is at 100 hPa, we have also examined the results for water vapor
variations at 82 hPa and found similar results.
First, our results confirm the dominant role of temperatures on the LS water vapor
variations (Figures 4.1, 4.2e and 4.6a–b). This is consistent with the study of Randel et
al. [2015] in terms of temperature control of water vapor that enters the lower stratosphere. However, our study suggests that aside from local temperatures changes, the
variation of the dehydration locations plays a significant role in both the intraseasonal
and early-to-late summer moistening of the LS over the Asian monsoon region, especially
its west-east oscillation. In particular, the dehydration locations vary with time and are
characterized by a westward migration from the Southeast Asia monsoon region with
colder temperatures in May to northwestern India with warmer temperatures in August
(Figures 4.2–4.3). The geographic shift of the dehydration center to the western Asian
monsoon region with warmer tropopause temperatures could increase water vapor significantly. This is comparable to the influence of local temperature changes (Table 4.1). This
sub-seasonal migration of dehydration is associated with a westward migration of vertical
motion (as shown in Figure 4.4), which corresponds to the seasonal march of the Asian
monsoon convective systems [e.g., Qian and Lee, 2000]. Second, we confirm the physical
link between convection, diabatic heating and large-scale transport. At an intra-seasonal
timescale, the westward shift of convection appears to enhance the diabatic heating and
the ascending motion in the tropopause layer. This in turn enhances the vertical transport
of water vapor and dehydration frequency over the west side of the Asian monsoon region. The less dehydrated air ascends and travels eastward, eventually increasing LS water
vapor over the entire Asian monsoon region (Figure 4.5). Additional transport and dehydration under warmer tropopause temperatures in the west of the Asian monsoon region
would contribute to the wet anomalies in the LS (Figure 4.6). The east-west oscillation of
convection and dehydration patterns is similar to the well-known Boreal Summer Intraseasonal Oscillation in the Asian monsoon region [e.g., Lau and Chan, 1986; Lawrence and
Webster, 2002; Kikuchi et al., 2012], which suggests a link between large-scale monsoon
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Figure 4.6: Left panel is from traj_ERAi, right panel is from traj_MERRA. (a, b) Time
series of deseasonalized 100 hPa water vapor anomalies in the Asian monsoon region (20–40o N,
40–140o E) derived from Aura MLS observations (black line) and trajectory runs (red line).
Dashed lines are at one sigma variability for water vapor time series in trajectory runs, and are
used to identify wet and dry event (above and below 1 standard deviation, denoted by the red
and blue dashed lines). (c, d) Anomalous frequency of occurrence of the last dehydration
locations between wet and dry days for air parcels located at 100 hPa over the Asian monsoon
region. (e, f) Same as panels (c, d) but for initialized locations.
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circulation and water vapor transport into the LS. In summary, our study suggests that
water vapor transport to the LS is controlled by both tropopause temperatures and the
geographic variations of the dehydration center driven by diabatic heating of convection
over the Asian monsoon region.
The majority of the moist air is from the dehydration over the western Asian monsoon
region where the temperatures are warmer than the cold-point tropopause temperatures
over Southeast Asia. However, the source region of the moist air remains unclear. The Bay
of Bengal and Southeast Asia have previously been identified as primary source regions
of air parcels over the Asian monsoon LS due to frequent and deep convective protrusions
[Park et al., 2007; James et al., 2008; Devasthale and Fueglistaler, 2010]. Some of the air
from this region detrains in the upper troposphere and is advected south-westward [e.g.,
Park et al., 2009]. This could possibly contribute to the moist air entering the LS over the
western Asian monsoon region shown in this study. Meanwhile, some of the air entering
the LS over the Bay of Bengal and Southeast Asia is dry mostly due to the substantial
dehydration by cold-point temperatures.
This study implies that geographic changes in convection patterns within the South
Asian monsoon region could change the abundance of water vapor in the LS of the Asian
monsoon without changing the strength of convection. For example, a westward convection shift would likely enhance water vapor transport through a warmer pathway from
the UT to the LS over the west side of the Asian monsoon region. Some studies indicate
long-term changes in precipitation over the western and surrounding regions in the past
decades [e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2005; Goswami et al., 2006; Gautam et al., 2009; Bollasina et al., 2011; Turner and Annamalai, 2012; Zuo et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2015].
However these changes are not clearly evident due to large discrepancies between different datasets [Walker et al., 2015]. How these changes influence LS water vapor is also
unknown. Moreover, further research is required to evaluate how seasonal and long-term
dehydration statistical changes over the Asian monsoon influence the water vapor mixing
ratio entering the global stratosphere. Therefore, studies of convection regime variation
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will have important implications for predicting future stratospheric water vapor changes
in the Asian monsoon regions, and possibly over the globe.
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Chapter V
Process-level understanding of dry
biases over Southern Amazonia in
climate models through the hindcast
approach
5.1 Abstract
This study evaluates the pronounced dry precipitation bias over the Amazon in the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) based on both short-range multi-year CAPT
(Cloud-Associated Parameterizations Testbed) hindcasts and an Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulation for the period of 1997-2012. Preliminary results
suggest that the dry bias is present by day 2 (24 to 48 hours) of model integrations and is
very robust for all the seasons with largest bias magnitude during the southern summer
(Dec-Feb, wet season). The bias pattern and magnitude show sub-seasonal variations,
which are related to dynamical wind regimes on sub-seasonal time scales during the summertime. Further analysis of the regional water budget and diabatic processes show that
the near-surface-warm biases and weak moisture convergence that exist since day 2 may be
significant factors influencing the dry biases. The low biases of humidity are contributed
by both physical components (shallow convective scheme and Zhang-McFarlane convective scheme, and maybe weak turbulence term), and dynamics (moisture convergence).
A further comparison between model simulations and fluxnet observations indicates an
underestimate of sensible heat flux and overestimate of latent heat flux over the Southern
Amazonia. The high surface temperature biases are related with an underestimate of
upwelling shortwave flux and an overestimate of downwelling longwave flux at the surface.
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5.2 Introduction
The Amazonian rainforest, as a significant component of the global carbon cycle, accounts
for approximately 15 % of global terrestrial photosynthesis [Field et al., 1998]. Changes of
precipitation in this region fundamentally influence regional water and energy balance and
even global carbon-climate feedbacks [Cox et al., 2004]. However, state-of-the-art climate
models have been shown to have inadequate performance in precipitation simulations, as
well as its seasonal, interannual and decadal variabilities [Li et al., 2006; Vera et al., 2006;
Fu et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2013]. These models are major metrics to assess future changes
of climate and precipitation. Thus, biases and lack of understanding of their cause lead
to large uncertainty in projecting future changes of atmospheric carbon cycle and climate
[Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Friedlingstein et al., 2014]. Especially, significant low precipitation biases are present in the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) phases 3
and 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3 and CMIP5)/Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) experiments [e.g., Yin et al., 2013].
Li et al. [2006] found that the low rainfall bias can be attributed to the underestimation
of the surface latent flux, due to that simulated El Nino-like sea surface temperature (SST)
change and warming in the northern tropical Atlantic enhance atmospheric subsidence
and consequently reduce clouds and rainfall over the Amazon. However, despite improved
surface latent flux in the CMIP Phase 5 (CMIP5), the low rainfall bias still exist [e.g., Yin
et al., 2013]. For example, in the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4),
a leading global climate model widely used by research community in the United States,
despite of overestimate of the surface latent flux, rainfall is underestimated over southern
Amazonia.
Due to the underlying nonlinear feedback processes and compensating errors in the
model physics, it is challenging to understand the causes for such low precipitation biases
in these AMIP-type climate simulations alone. Now, there is an alternative and computationally efficient way to diagnose climate errors, that is the numerical weather prediction
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(NWP) technique [Phillips et al., 2004; Rodwell and Palmer, 2007; Martin et al., 2010;
Ma et al., 2015]. In this approach, climate models are properly and realistically initialized with multiple NWP center analyses or reanalyses in the forecast mode. The initial
drift during the “relatively short” weather forecast period (several days) due to errors
in the initial conditions is small. Thus, in the early stage, a majority of the biases can
be detected to reflect the system errors in model parameterizations. Many recent studies
have proven the efficiency of such NWP approach in understanding climate model errors
and facilitating model parameterization improvements [e.g., Xie et al., 2004; Boyle et al.,
2005; Williamson et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2006; Williamson and Olson, 2007; Boyle et
al., 2008; Williams and Brooks, 2008; Xie et al., 2008; Hannay et al., 2009; Boyle and
Klein, 2010; Martin et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013a; Ma
et al., 2014].
Previous studies have evaluated the correspondence between errors in the short-range
weather forecasts and errors in the long-term climate simulations of the same model
(AMIP-type) using the NWP approach [Xie et al., 2004; Klein et al., 2006; Boyle et al.,
2008; Williams and Brooks, 2008; Martin et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2013a; Ma et al., 2014].
The good correspondence shown in the above studies suggests that some systematic errors
in climate simulations, which could be detected in the first few days of hindcasts, are most
likely associated with the parameterization errors due to fast physical processes while the
large-scale states remain close to the observations. Similarly, a poor correspondence may
indicate that the biases are likely due to some slowly evolving feedbacks [Williamson,
2013].
In this study, we apply the NWP technique to systematically evaluate the dry biases
over the Southern Amazonia using the short-range hindcasts and long-term climate simulations in the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the Department
of Energy (DOE) Community Atmospheric Model, version 5.1 (CAM5).
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5.3 Data and Methodology
5.3.1 Model experiments
The simulations examined in this study are based on CAM5. CAM5 was released in June
2010 as a component of Community Earth System Model (CESM) developed at NCAR
[Neale et al., 2010]. The physical parameterizations of almost all model components have
been updated from the version 4 (CAM4), except the deep convection scheme, which still
uses Zhang and McFarlane [1995] (ZM) with some further refinements documented in
Neale et al. [2008]. New features in CAM5 include (i) a new shallow convection scheme and
a new moist turbulence scheme [Bretherton and Park [2009]] developed by the University
of Washington [Park and Bretherton, 2009], (ii) a two-moment cloud microphysics scheme
[Gettelman et al., 2008; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008] and a cloud macrophysics scheme
[Park et al., 2014] for the parameterizations of clouds, and (iii) the open-source Rapid
Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG) package developed by Atmospheric and
Environmental Research.
We use CAM5 with their finite volume (FV) dynamic core at a resolution of 0.9o ×1.25o
in the horizontal. CAM5 uses 30 levels with new planetary boundary layer and shallow
convection schemes. The CAM5 is initialized from the ECMWF analysis data during the
period of 1997-2012 with a 6-hour relaxation time scale. The analysis data are interpolated
from the finer-resolution analysis grid of 0.15o and 91 levels to the CAM5 grids using the
procedures described by Boyle et al. [2005]. These procedures use an improved interpolation approach to minimize the errors in the initial conditions: that is, horizontal winds,
temperature, specific humidity, and other atmospheric initial variables nudged from a horizontal winds nudging simulation [Ma et al., 2015]. A series of 3-day hindcasts prescribed
with National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) optimum interpolation
weekly sea surface temperature (SST; Reynolds et al. [2002]) were initialized every day at
0000 UTC under the DOE Cloud-Associated Parameterizations Testbed (CAPT) protocol
(Phillips et al. [2004]; http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/capt/index.php).
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In this study, we mainly show the results of day 2 and day 3 hindcasts, and AMIP
simulation. We will refer to CAPT runs as the short-term hindcasts and AMIP runs as the
long-term climate runs. Day 1 hindcasts are dropped due to the impact of model spinup
in the first few hours of integrations, especially in the tropical regions [Ma et al., 2013a].
The composites of day 2 and day 3 hindcasts are calculated by averaging hindcasts during
24-48 hours and 48-72 hours. The AMIP results are from the mean of the three-ensemble
of AMIP runs prescribed with the same weekly SST.

5.3.2 Observational datasets
For the observational rainfall datasets, we use Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.2 ([Adler et al., 2003]; http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). The GPCP
data are constructed from over 6000 rain gauge stations, and satellite geostationary
and low-orbit infrared, passive microwave, and sounding observations have been merged to estimate monthly rainfall on a 2.5o latitude by 2.5o longitude global grid from
1979 to the present date. To evaluate the diurnal cycle of rainfall, we use 3-hourly data
from multiple Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) products: 3A12 (microwave
imager rainfall estimate), 3A25 (precipitation radar profile estimate), and 3B42 (adjusted merged-infrared precipitation estimate) [Kummerow et al., 2000]. These three
rainfall estimates are obtained from different sensors or algorithms, which allows for
some characterization of observational uncertainty (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/
precipitation/documentation/TRMM_README). The temperature, specific humidity, diabatic heating datasets are from the ERA-Interim reanalysis spanning from 1979 to present
[Dee et al., 2011].
To further analyze the surface fluxes over the Southern Amazon region (5-15o S, 5070o W; red box in Figure 5.1), we also compare the model results with hourly fluxnet datasets at two sites: Rondonia—Jaru Biological Reserve Tower B (RJA; 10.08°S, 61.93°W)
and Rondonia—Fazenda Nossa Senhora (FNS; 10.76°S, 62.36°W) from 1999-2002. The
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Figure 5.1: Rainfall biases in Day2, Day3, AMIP and ERA-Interim reanalyses compared with
GPCP observations for (a-d) annual mean and (e-h) the wet season (Dec-Feb) mean. The red
box denotes our study region.

datasets are from the Large Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere (LBA) Experiment in Amazonia [Avissar et al., 2002] to monitor water, energy and carbon exchange between ecosystems and the atmosphere (https://daac.ornl.gov/LBA/guides/CD32_Brazil_Flux_
Network.html). We compare the averaged fields of the two sites with the corresponding
grid point in the model experiments.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Dry biases over Southern Amazonia
Previous studies have shown that CAM5 prescribed by climatological SST also shows low
rainfall biases similar to other CMIP3, CMIP5 and AMIP models [e.g., Zhang et al., 2017;
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submitted to JGR-Atmos]. How do the biases look like in hindcast simulations? Figure 5.1
shows the precipitation biases in day 2, day 3 hindcasts and AMIP runs for both annual
mean and the wet season. Dry biases are present over large area of Amazon since day
2 and day 3 hindcasts, especially during wet season (Dec-Feb). Biases in ERA-Interim
are small over our study region, compared with the model simulations. The bias patterns
in day 2 and day 3 are similar to the pattern in AMIP, except for smaller magnitudes
(specifically in DJF), which suggests that short-term errors from parameterizations can
explain much of the dry biases in climate models. From hindcasts to AMIP simulations,
there is a further drying tendency, indicating a transition from short-term to long-term
biases in model simulations.
The climatological seasonal cycle of the dry biases over the Southern Amazonia (red
box in Figure 5.1) is shown in Figure 5.2. The dry biases in CAM5 are robust and
significant throughout the year, especially during the wet season. Sub-seasonal variations
of the biases can be found with a period of about 45 days, and are similar in both hindcasts
and AMIP simulations, which will be further studied in section 5.4.2. The drying tendency
from hindcasts to AMIP simulations is consistent with that in Figure 5.1. Note that biases
shown in Figure 5.2 are sensitive to the spatial domain size. The spatial domain chosen
in this study aims at highlighting the low rainfall bias over Amazonia. Increasing domain
size would likely reduce the rainfall difference among the different simulations, as implied
by Figure 5.1.
The diurnal cycle of the three simulations shows dry biases in both morning and
afternoon compared with TRMM observations (Figure 5.3). And the peak of rainfall
occurs earlier than that in the TRMM observation, which is consistent with the results in
[Zhang et al., 2017; submitted to JGR-Atmos]. The dry bias exists in both morning and
afternoon, implying rainfall deficits for both shallow convection and deep convection in
CAM5.
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Figure 5.2: Climatological seasonal cycle of rainfall biases over the Southern Amazonia in the
three simulations and ERA-Interim reanalysis compared with GPCP observations. The
shadings are standard deviation intervals.
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5.4.2 Independence of dry biases in different dynamical regimes
In this section, we will study the different behavior of model simulations during different
dynamical regimes, i.e., westerly wind regime (WWR) and easterly wind regime (EWR),
which strongly impact the precipitation in the South American Monsoon System (SAMS)
[e.g.,Halverson et al., 2002; Rickenbach et al., 2002; Ma and Mechoso, 2007]. The regimes
are defined using zonal wind of the daily mean wind in central Amazonia (10-14°S, 6065°W; black box region in Figure 5.4a). In order to concentrate on intraseasonal signals, we
first apply a 10-70 days band-pass filter to the anomalous winds. Accordingly, we examine
the anomalous (instead of the total) zonal component of the daily mean wind at 850 hPa,
processed with a 10-70 days band-pass filter, and averaged the zonal component of the
daily mean wind. This methodology highlights WWR (EWR) regimes corresponding to
anomalous flow in the lower troposphere that is persistently from the west (east) for at
least three days, with a magnitude larger than one standard deviation from the seasonal
means.
Halverson et al. [2002] use radar and local sounding-network data at the Anglo–
Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observation Study (ABRACOS) site to study the thermodynamics and kinematics of the air mass during the two wind regimes, and they find that
rainfall in EWR days is higher and convective precipitation makes a greater contribution to the daily total. Lin et al. [2009] evaluate the intraseasonal variability of summer
precipitation over South America in 14 WCRP-CMIP3 coupled GCMs and found that all
models underestimate the total intraseasonal variability in precipitation.
The biases of rainfall during the WWR and EWR regimes are shown in Figure 5.4.
We have found a sub-seasonal variability of the dry biases with a ~45-day period in
Figure 5.2. The sub-seasonal variations of dry biases are dominated by the sub-seasonal
dynamic regime over the Southern Amazonia with higher dry biases during WWR than
EWR. The results are consistent with the rainfall anomalies during the two regimes [Ma
and Mechoso, 2007]. Larger (smaller) dry biases correspond to stronger (weak) convection
and anomalous moisture flux convergence (divergence) associated with westerly (easterly)
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Figure 5.3: Diurnal cycle of rainfall over the Southern Amazonia in the (a-c) three
simulations and (d) TRMM. X-axis is UTC hour and Y-axis is days starting from July 1st .
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Figure 5.4: Rainfall biases in the three simulations during (a-c) westerly wind regime (WWR)
and (d-f) easterly wind regime (EWR) for DJF. The regimes are defined by 850 hPa zonal
winds over the black box in (a) using ERA-Interim reanalyses, for details, refer to the text.

wind anomalies.
Despite this difference, both regimes show significant dry biases, indicating the robustness and independence of dry biases on the dynamical regimes. This means that most of
the dry biases can be explained by the errors from model physical parameterizations and
resultant dynamical responses, which will be further identified in the next section.

5.4.3 What physical processes are responsible for the dry biases?
A comparison between precipitation biases and moisture convergence biases in the model
simulations is shown in Figure 5.5. It is shown that the low biases of moisture convergen99

ce get larger from short-term hindcasts to AMIP simulation (Figures 5.5d-f), and they
dominate the dry biases, especially over the central and northeastern areas of our study
region. However, the remote impact, i.e., moisture convergence cannot fully explain the
precipitation biases.
Figure 5.6 shows the spatial distributions of biases of sensible and latent heat fluxes
compared with fluxnet observations. Models underestimate sensible heat flux and overestimate latent heat flux in a large area, indicating that model generates more evaporation
over Southern Amazonia, which cannot well explain the dry biases of precipitation. The
biases in the surface sensible and latent fluxes are robust since day 2 and day 3 hindcasts
and do not change too much in AMIP, suggesting the dominant influence of short-term
errors from parameterizations.
Previous studies have shown a strong log-linear relationship between precipitation
intensity and column water vapor (CWV, also called total precipitable water) or column
relative humidity (CRH) for deep convection [e.g., Bretherton et al., 2004; Holloway and
Neelin, 2009; Mapes et al., 2009; Neelin et al., 2009; Sherwood et al., 2010]. Therefore,
here we applied two diagnostics: CWV (kg/m2 ) and CRH (%). Based on Bretherton et
al. [2004], the CRH is defined as
CRH =

CW V
CW V ∗

× 100%,

where CWV* is the saturated CWV calculated from the vertically integral of saturated
specific humidity.
The climatological seasonal cycles of CWV and CRH in ERA-Interim and model
simulations are shown in Figures 5.7a-b. Short-term hindcasts do not show significant
biases of CWV compared with ERA-Interim during the wet season, but AMIP has a
slightly dry bias of CWV. This is a combined effect of lower moisture convergence and
higher evaporation biases (Figures 5.5c-d and 5.6). However, they all have low biases
of CRH compared with ERA-Interim. This is primarily caused by warm biases in the
lower troposphere, which will be shown in Figure 5.8a. Both short-term and long-term
simulations have dry biases of CWV and CRH during the dry season.
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Figure 5.5: (a-c) Rainfall biases; (d-f) biases of vertically integrated moisture convergence
compared with ERA-Interim during DJF in the three simulations.
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Figures 5.7c-d show that the CRH and CWV from ERA-Interim have a fairly good
log-linear relationship with TRMM precipitation intensity, especially for precipitation
that exceeds 1 mm/day. For the same precipitation intensity, both short-term hindcasts
and long-term simulations generally show larger (smaller) mean CRH than ERA-Interim
for precipitation intensity larger (smaller) than 10 mm/day. This indicates that CAM5
requires much higher CRH to generate stronger precipitation events for deep convection
and lower CRH to generate moderate precipitation events. This is consistent with a wellknown problem for CAM’s deep convective scheme [Zhang and McFarlane, 1995] is that
the scheme is too often triggered [e.g., Xie and Zhang, 2000] such that the atmospheric
instability is quickly released. Convective available potential energy (CAPE) is frequently
consumed, and column moisture is also overly consumed by the precipitation process,
leading to lower specific humidity biases in the mid and lower troposphere, which will
be shown in Figure 5.8g. The above results are consistent with the study of Ma et al.
[2013a]. Their results also suggest that the precipitation is largely dominant by cumulus
precipitation between 4 and 25 mm/day in the models.
We have shown that CRH plays an important role in precipitation intensities in CAM5.
The CRH is primarily determined by the temperature and humidity profiles. Therefore,
it is important to analyze the biases of temperature and humidity profiles, as well as their
budgets in climate models (Figure 5.8). The tendencies in Figures 5.8 b-d and f-h are
calculated from the changes from Day 2 to Day 3 in the hindcasts. By analyzing these
tendencies, we can have a better idea of how short-term errors evolve toward long-term
errors from Day 2 to Day 3 and to AMIP.
Figure 5.8a displays a strong near-surface warm biases and cold biases above 850
hPa. The near-surface warm biases have already been large from the beginning and do
not change too much from Day 2 to Day 3, and from Day 3 to AMIP. This indicates a
dominant role of short-term errors from parameterizations. The dynamical and physical
components of the temperature tendencies from Day 2 to Day 3 almost balance each
other (Figure 5.8b), except for some near-surface warm tendencies and cold tendencies
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Figure 5.8: Budget analysis for (a-d) temperature biases and (e-h) specific humidity biases.
(a) and (e) are biases compared with ERA-Interim reanalyses. (b-d) are temperature
tendencies from day 2 to day 3 due to different terms. (f-h) are specific humidity te tendencies
from day 2 to day 3 due to different terms. Dashes lines are from ERA-Interim reanalyses. The
abbreviations for those terms can be found in Table 5.1.
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TOT
DYN
PHY
DTCOND
QRS
QRL
DTV
TTGWORO
CMFDT
DPDLFT
EVAPTZM
SHDLFT
ZMDT
ZMMTT
MACPDT
MPDT
DCQ
VD01
DMEQ
ZMDQ
MPDQ
MACPDQ
CMFDQ
EVAPQZM

Total tendency
Tendency due to dynamics
Tendency due to physics
T tendency - moist processes
Shortwave heating rate
Longwave heating rate
T vertical diffusion
T tendency - orographic gravity wave drag
T tendency - shallow convection
T tendency - deep convective detrainment
T tendency - evaporation/snow from Zhang convection
T-tendency - shallow convective detrainment
T tendency - Zhang-McFarlane moist convection
T tendency - ZM convective momentum transport
Heating tendency - Revised macrophysics
Heating tendency - Morrison microphysics
Q tendency - moist processes
Q vertical diffusion
Q dme adjustment tendency (FV)
Q tendency - Zhang-McFarlane moist convection
Q tendency - Morrison microphysics
Q tendency - Revised macrophysics
Q tendency - shallow convection
Q tendency - Evaporation from Zhang-McFarlane moist convection
Table 5.1: Abbreviations for terms used in Figure 5.8
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between 850-500 hPa. The tendencies are consistent with those from ERA-Interim reanalyses (dashed lines in Figure 5.8b) except above 200 hPa. Both physical and dynamical
components should contribute to the warming tendencies. Either the tendency from dynamics is underestimated (weak convergence and less adiabatic cooling) or the tendency
from physics is overestimated.
A further decomposition of the physical component is shown in Figure 5.8c. The physical component is dominated by the moist processes (DTCOND). The orographic gravity
wave drag (TTGWORO) contributes the most to the near-surface warm tendencies. It
is very likely that DTCOND or TTGWORO is overestimated. Figure 5.8d decomposes
tendencies due to the moist processes (DTCOND) into tendencies due to different physical parameterizations in the model. The DTCOND is primarily contributed by ZhangMcFarlane moist convection (ZMDT) and shallow convection (CMFDT).
Figure 5.8e shows a strong dry biases in the lower troposphere in AMIP, and there is a
drying tendency from Day 2 and Day 3 toward AMIP. Figure 5.7f shows that the drying
tendency is due to the underestimate of two parts: dynamical component, i.e., moisture
convergence, which has been shown in Figure 5.5; physical component. Figure 5.5 has
shown that the dynamical component cannot fully explain the dry biases. Therefore, we
speculate that the humidity tendency due to physics is also underestimated. The physical
component is possibly contributed by the moist processes (DCQ) or weak turbulence term
(VD01) (Figure 5.8g). In the moist processes, the shallow convective scheme (CMFDQ)
and Zhang-McFarlane convective scheme (ZMDQ) dominate the tendencies (Figure 5.8h).
Due to limited constraints from real observations, these analyses do not imply that
those components are themselves wrong since they may be responding to other errors.
Instead, each of these components should be examined further to determine the cause of
their behaviors.
Parameterizations of the rainfall and heating due to convective processes are based
on the large-scale prognostic variables at grid lengths of 0.9o × 1.25o latitude-longitude.
These could generate the largest uncertainties of projected large-scale parameters such as
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TRMM and (b) CAPT Day 2 during year 1999 Jan.22-Feb.02.
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the climate sensitivity [Knight et al., 2007; Sanderson et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2014].
In addition, convection parameterization schemes can imply far-reaching consequences
through interactions with many other parameterization schemes, such as microphysics,
radiation, and planetary boundary layer schemes. There are inherent assumptions made
in convection parameterization schemes [e.g., Molinari and Dudek, 1992; Romps, 2010;
Jones and Randall, 2011; Arakawa et al., 2011]. Common errors by using convection
parameterization schemes are: misrepresentation of the diurnal cycle of convective precipitation [e.g., Dai et al., 1999; Brockhaus et al., 2008]; underestimation of dry days and
overestimation of low-precipitation event frequency[e.g., Bergetal., 2013]; underestimation of hourly precipitation intensities [e.g., Prein et al., 2013; Fosser et al., 2014; Ban
et al., 2014] and tropical biases associated with intrasea-sonal to interannual variability
[Song and Zhang, 2009; Zhang and Song, 2010; Chikira, 2010]. In addition, convection parameterization schemes are also responsible for the deficits in representing the westward
propagation of convection and precipitation over Southern Amazonia, as shown in Figure 5.9. In CAPT Day 2, both local generated convection and propagated convection are
underestimated compared with TRMM observation, indicating a weakness of convection
parameterization schemes.
A possible approach to improve the convection schemes is the multiscale modeling
framework (MMF, or superparameterization) in which a climate model with a coarse largescale grid uses 2D cloud-system resolving models embedded in each grid cell to explicitly
simulate local convection based on the large-scale prognostic variables and then outputs
the large-scale mean properties back to the coarse grid [Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz,
1999; Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001]. This framework has also shown improvement in
the MJO (or in MJO-like variability in aquaplanet configurations) for both atmosphereonly simulations [Grabowski, 2003; Benedict and Randall, 2009] and especially for coupled
ocean–atmosphere simulations [Benedict and Randall, 2011]. In a limited-area (although
zonally periodic) framework, Shutts [2006] and Shutts [2008] find persistent eastwardpropagating large-scale precipitation clusters in an equatorial beta-plane simulation of
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tropical convection using explicit convection on an anisotropic grid with 1-km spacing in
the zonal direction and 40-km spacing in the meridional direction. 165-2 [2017, submitted to JGR-Atmos] has found a large improvement in rainfall simulations over Southern
Amazonia using super-parameterization in CAM5.

5.4.4 Surface Fluxes in comparison with Fluxnet datasets
The fluxnet observations show double peaks of rainfall in diurnal cycle, one in the morning (~9 UTC hour), the other in the afternoon (~18 UTC hour). The models miss the
rainfall peak in the morning and have earlier rainfall peak in the afternoon (Figure 5.9a).
The earlier afternoon peak is related to the warm biases of surface temperatures and
early biases of peak surface temperatures (Figure 5.9b). The results are consistent with
the budget analysis in Figure 5.8. The high surface temperature biases are related with
an overestimate of net surface radiation (Figures 5.10c&f), which is dominated by an
underestimate of upwelling shortwave flux (Figure 5.10b) and downwelling longwave flux
at the surface (Figure 5.10d).
The high temperature biases lead to low biases of CRH and thus less rainfall. The
biases of sensible and latent heat fluxes shown in Figure 5.9c-d are consistent with Figure
5.6.

5.5 Conclusions and Discussion
Significant low precipitation bias was first found among nearly all climate models that
participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) phases 3 (CMIP3)
of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), including the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmospheric Model (CAM). However, it is
challenging to understand the causes for such low precipitation biases in these AMIP-type
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climate simulations alone. This study systematically evaluates the pronounced dry precipitation bias over the Amazon in the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5)
based on both short-range multi-year CAPT (Cloud-Associated Parameterizations Testbed) hindcasts and an AMIP simulation for the period of 1997-2012.
Results suggest that the dry bias is present by day 2 (24 to 48 hours) of model
integrations and is very robust for all the seasons with largest bias magnitude during
the southern summer (wet season, Dec-Feb). This suggests that short-term errors from
parameterizations can explain much of the dry biases in climate models. The bias pattern
and magnitude do not change much during different dynamical regimes on sub-seasonal
time scales during the summertime.
Further analysis of the regional water budget and diabatic processes show that the
near-surface-warm biases that exist since day 2 may be a significant factor influencing the
dry biases. The warm temperature biases decrease the CRH and thus lead to low biases
of rainfall. The low biases of humidity are also observed with a drying tendency from
short-term hindcasts to long-term simulation. They are contributed by both physical
components (shallow convective scheme and Zhang-McFarlane convective scheme, and
maybe weak turbulence term), and dynamics (weak moisture convergence). However,
these results do not imply that those parameterization schemes are themselves wrong
since they may be responding to other errors. Instead, each of these components should
be examined further to determine the cause of their behaviors.
In this study, CAM5 simulations are initialized with realistic atmospheric states from
NWP analyses in these hindcast experiments. The detailed evolution of parameterized
variables in the hindcasts should be compared with detailed field experiment data, such as
fluxnet data over Southern Amazonia. The model deficiencies can then be linked directly
with specific atmospheric processes observed during field campaigns. Even though we have
identified that the high surface temperature biases are related with an overestimate of net
surface radiation, the root causes are to be determined by incorporating more analyses
based on process-oriented diagnostics.
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Chapter VI
Influence of super-parameterization
and a higher-order turbulence closure
on rainfall bias over Amazonia in
Community Atmosphere Model
version 5 (CAM5)
Substantial portions of this chapter are to be published in Zhang, K., Fu, R., Shaikh, M.J.,
Ghan, S., Wang, M., Leung, L.R., Dickinson, R.E., R., Marengo, J., (2017): Influence of
super-parameterization and a higher-order turbulence closure on rainfall bias over Amazonia in Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5), J. Geophys. Res. - Atmos.,
Submitted. Zhang, K. and Fu, R. designed research, conducted analysis and wrote the
paper. Shaikh, M.J. ran the model experiments. Wang, M. contributed the model codes.
Ghan, S., Leung, L. R., Marengo, J. and Dickinson, R.E. contributed ideas to analysis
and revisions.

6.1 Abstract
We evaluate the Community Atmosphere Model Version 5 (CAM5) with a higher-order
turbulence closure scheme, named Cloud Layers Unified By Binomials (CLUBB), and
a Multiscale Modeling Framework, referred as the “super-parameterization” (SP) with
two different microphysics configurations to investigate their influences on rainfall simulations over Southern Amazonia. The two different microphysics configurations in SP are
the one-moment cloud microphysics without aerosol treatment (SP1) and two-moment
cloud microphysics coupled with aerosol treatment (SP2). Results show that both SP2
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and CLUBB effectively reduce the low biases of rainfall, mainly during the wet season,
and reduce low biases of humidity in the lower troposphere with further reduced shallow
clouds and increased surface solar flux. These changes increase moist static energy, contribute to stronger convection and more rainfall. SP2 appears to realistically capture the
observed increase of relative humidity prior to deep convection and it significantly increases rainfall in the afternoon; CLUBB significantly delays the afternoon peak time and
produces more precipitation in the early morning, due to more gradual transition between shallow and deep convection. In CAM5 and CAM5 with CLUBB, occurrence of deep
convection appears to be a result of stronger heating rather than higher relative humidity.

6.2 Introduction
The Amazonian rainforest, as a significant component of global carbon cycle, accounts
for approximately 15 % of global terrestrial photosynthesis [Field et al., 1998]. Changes of
precipitation in this region in the 21st century would not only influence regional water and
energy balance, but also the global carbon-climate feedbacks and atmospheric CO2 concentration [Cox et al., 2004]. However, state-of-the-art climate models have been shown
to have large biases in reproducing the rainfall climatology in the recent past and large
inter-model spread in projecting future rainfall changes over Amazonia [Li et al., 2006;
Vera et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2013]. Such an inadequate representation
of rainfall and its future changes in climate models has been a major source of uncertainty in projecting future atmospheric CO2 concentration and resultant climate changes
[Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Friedlingstein et al., 2014].
Significant low precipitation biases were first found among nearly all climate models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) phases 3
(CMIP3) of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), including the National
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Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmosphere Model (CAM). Such
a low rainfall bias was at that time attributed to their underestimation of the surface latent flux [e.g., Li et al., 2006]. However, despite improved surface latent flux in the CMIP
Phase 5 (CMIP5), the low rainfall biases still exist [e.g., Yin et al., 2013]. In particular,
in the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4), a global climate model
widely used by the research community in the United States, rainfall is underestimated
over southern Amazonia despite its overestimation of the surface latent flux.
The low rainfall biases over Amazonia in the global climate models can be a result
of multiple factors. For example, Li et al. [2006] found that the simulated El Nino-like
sea surface temperature (SST) pattern and warm bias in the northern tropical Atlantic
appear to enhance atmospheric subsidence and consequently reduce clouds and rainfall
over the Amazon. Yin et al. [2013] speculated that the underestimation of cloudiness,
which causes an overestimation of surface net radiative flux and resultant high biases of
sensible flux and Bowen ratio, could contribute to the low rainfall biases. Whether the
underestimation of cloudiness is a result, rather than the cause, of the underestimation
of rain bearing atmospheric convection, remains unclear.
This study aims to test the response of rainfall over southern Amazonia, where the low
rainfall bias is centered, to several treatments of convective and cloud processes, and of the
atmospheric boundary layer, in the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5), a
widely used global atmosphere model of the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
developed at NCAR [Neale et al., 2010]. CAM5 also shows low rainfall biases similar to
other CMIP3, CMIP5 and AMIP models, which will be shown in this paper.
Cumulus parameterizations in current global climate models do not represent deep
convection and shallow-to-deep convection transition processes well enough and tend to
underestimate rainrate with an early diurnal peak over land [e.g., Dai, 1999; Sato et
al., 2009]. These biases can be largely removed by resolving convective processes at a
resolution finer than 5 km [e.g., Warner et al., 2003; Sato et al., 2009]. However, it is
computationally expensive and technically challenging to resolve convective processes,
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particularly in global models. As an intermediate step, [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003]
developed an SP approach, which resolves convective process using a two-dimensional
cloud-resovling model (CRM) embedded in each global climate model grid column, with
a horizontal grid spacing of 1-4 km and about 30 vertical layers [Khairoutdinov and
Randall, 2003]. This approach has been shown to improve rainfall intensity on global
scales [Kooperman et al., 2016], representation of the convective variability associated
with the Madden-Julia Oscillation [Benedict and Randall, 2009], Asian and West African
Monsoons [DeMott et al., 2011; McCrary et al., 2014], and organized convective sytems
over the Great Plains of the United States [Pritchard et al., 2011; Kooperman et al., 2013].
Over South America, Krishnamurthy and Stan [2015] have shown that SP embedded in
the Community Climate System Model Version 3 (CCSM3) can improve intraseasonal
and interannual variabilities and its spatial structure associated with Pacific influences.
To our knowledge, whether the SP approach can improve the diurnal cycle and reduce
the low rainfall bias over Amazonia has not been reported in the literature.
Both observations and numerical model experiments have suggested that aerosols
could influence cloud microphysics, and thus rainfall intensity over Amazonia [e.g., Andreae
et al., 2004; Koren et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2006; Koren et al., 2008; Chakraborty et al., 2016;
Martin et al., 2016; Wendisch et al., 2016]. Song et al. [2012] and Lim et al. [2014] found
some positive impacts of including microphysical processes in the Zhang and McFarlane convection scheme [Zhang and McFarlane, 1995] on simulating precipitation, cloud
liquid water path, and surface radiative fluxes in global and regional models, respectively. In CAM5, aerosols only influence cloud microphysics in large-scale stratiform clouds.
In SP, the Explicit-Cloud-Parameterized-Pollutant (ECPP) approach [Gustafson Jr et
al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011b] uses statistics of cloud distribution, vertical velocity, and
cloud microphysical properties provided by the cloud resolving model to drive aerosol
and chemical processing in all cloud types. Establishing whether this physically more
realistic approach that includes aerosol influence on convective clouds would reduce the
low rainfall bias over the Amazon would shed light on the influence of aerosol of cloud
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microphysical treatment on rainfall in the region.
Recent studies suggest that shallow convection is important for the development of
deep convection by moistening and destabilizing the lower troposphere [e.g., Derbyshire et
al., 2004; Grabowski and Moncrieff, 2004; Holloway and Neelin, 2009; Waite and Khouider, 2010]. Analyses of the observations, including those from the recent GoAmazon field
campaign have shown that the development of shallow convection can influence the diurnal cycle and intensity of the deep convection over Amazonia [e.g., Zhuang et al., 2017].
To improve the representation of the shallow convection and boundary layer clouds and
thermodynamic processes, a third-order turbulence closure parameterization called Cloud
Layers Unified by Binormials (CLUBB) [Golaz et al., 2002; Larson and Golaz, 2005] has
been developed and implemented into CAM5 to provide a unified treatment of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) processes, i.e., planetary boundary layer turbulence, shallow
convection, and stratiform clouds [Bogenschutz et al., 2013]. In a separate effort, CLUBB
has also been implemented in the CRM component of SP to improve its turbulence and
shallow convection treatment [Wang et al., 2015]. Thus, examining whether CLUBB can
reduce the low rainfall bias over Amazonia in both CAM5 and SP, and if so, through
what process, would shed light on whether implement of the treatment of the ABL and
shallow convection would reduce the rainfall bias in that region.
To isolate the influence of improved representation of the multi-scale convective process,
cloud microphysics, the ABL and shallow convective processes and aerosol influence on
cloud micrphysics on rainfall, we will evaluate over Southern Amazonia in Section 3
six versions of CAM5, i.e., CAM5 (CM), CAM5 with CLUBB (CM_CL), SP with twomoment microphysics with aerosol treatment: SP2 and SP2 with CLUBB (SP2_CL), and
SP with one moment microphysics without aerosol treatment: SP1 and SP1 with CLUBB
(SP1_CL). The influences of these processes on rainfall and implications of these processes to reduce rainfall bias in CAM5, potentially to CAM5-class global climate models will
be discussed in Section 4.
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6.3 Models and Methodology
The CAM5.1 model and its SP version are used as bases in this study, with CLUBB implemented in both models. CAM5 was released in June 2010 as a component of the CESM
developed at NCAR [Neale et al., 2010]. Large-scale dynamics are treated using the Finite Volume dycore [Conley et al., 2012]. CAM5 parameterizations include (i) the Zhang
and McFarlane [1995] (ZM) scheme for deep convection with some further refinements
documented in Neale et al. [2008], (ii) the Bretherton and Park [2009] shallow convection and moist turbulence schemes developed at the University of Washington [Park and
Bretherton, 2009], (iii) a two-moment cloud microphysics scheme [Gettelman et al., 2008;
Morrison and Gettelman, 2008] and a cloud macrophysics scheme [Park et al., 2014] for
the parameterizations of clouds, and (iv) the open-source Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
for General Circulation Models (GCMs) (RRTMG) package developed by Atmospheric
and Environmental Research [Mlawer et al., 1997]. Results from CM and CM_CL will
be compared with results from the SP versions of CAM5.
CLUBB [Golaz et al., 2002; Larson and Golaz, 2005] has been developed and implemented into CAM5 to provide a unified treatment of boundary layer processes, i.e.,
planetary boundary layer turbulence, shallow convection, and stratiform clouds [Bogenschutz et al., 2013]. This parameterization was developed assuming a joint probability
density function (PDF) of vertical velocity, heat content, and moisture at a particular
location and time. Once the subgrid joint PDF is determined, the buoyancy terms, cloud
fraction, cloud liquid water mixing ratio, and the unclosed moments can be diagnosed
directly from it [Larson and Golaz, 2005]. Although this PDF-based parameterization is
more computationally expensive, it ensures consistency of cloud water content and cloud
fraction, and avoids artificial categorization of different cloud types (e.g., cumulus and
stratocumulus) and physical processes [Larson et al., 2012].
The version of SP used in this study is documented in detail [Wang et al., 2015]
(The source code of SPCAM used here can be found at: https://svn-ccsm-models.
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a
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(SP2)

with the two-moment
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CAM5e
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SAMg

Smagorinsky-type scheme; no
subgrid cloud treatment
SPCAM_SAM2MOM_CLUBB

Same as SPCAM, but CLUBB is

ECPP with

RRTMG in

(SP2_CL)

used to treat both subgrid

fractional

CAM5e

transport and subgrid clouds

cloudiness from
SAMh

SPCAM_SAM1MOM

The same as

ECPP with no

(SP1)

SPCAM_SAM2MOM, but with

fractional

the one-moment cloud

cloudiness from

microphysics scheme

SAMg

SPCAM_SAM1MOM_CLUBB

The same as

ECPP with

(SP1_CL)

SPCAM_SAM2MOM_CLUBB,

fractional

but with the one-moment cloud

cloudiness from

microphysics schemes

SAMh

CAM
version 4i

CAM
version 4i

a The

deep convection scheme in both CM and CM_CL is based on Zhang and McFarlane [1995] (ZM) with
some further refinements documented in [Neale et al., 2008].

b The

shallow convection scheme in CM is from the University of Washington (UW) without detailed cloud
microphysics [Park and Bretherton, 2009].
c The treatments of stratiform clouds and turbulence in CM are from the University of Washington [Bretherton
and Park [2009]; Park and Bretherton, 2009] coupled with the detailed Morrison and Gettelman (MG) cloud
microphysics scheme [Morrison and Gettelman, 2008].

d In

CM and CM_CL, fields from conventional cloud parameterizations are used to treat cloud processing of
aerosols (e.g., wet scavenging, aqueous chemistry, and convective transport) [Liu et al., 2012].
e In CM, CM_CL, SP2 and SP2_CL, RRTMG in CAM5 is used for radative transfer calculation.

f In CAM5_CLUBB, CLUBB provides a unified treatment of shallow convection, stratiform clouds, and turbulence and is coupled with the MG microphysics scheme.
g In SAM2MOM, cloud statistics from SAM is used to drive cloud processing of aerosols using the ECPP
approach [Gustafson Jr et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011b]. No subgrid cloud treatment in SAM.

h In SAM2MOM_CLUBB, the subgrid cloud treatment based on CLUBB in SAM is accounted for in ECPP.
i The single-moment cloud microphysics scheme in the SAM CRM is coupled with the radiation scheme used in
the CAM, Version 4 [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Khairoutdinov et al., 2008].

Table 6.1: Cloud treatments in different model configurations, revised from the Table 1 of
[Wang et al., 2015].
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cgd.ucar.edu/cam1/branches/spcam1_5_00_cam5_2_09_pnnl). Thus, we only briefly
describe the model here. The SP version is an extension of the Colorado State University
(CSU) Multi-scale Modeling Framework model [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Khairoutdinov
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2009], that was firstly developed by Khairoutdinov
and Randall [2001]. The host GCM in SPCAM has been upgraded to the CAM5 and
the resulted SP treats multi-scale interactions of aerosols, clouds and precipitation [Wang
et al., 2011a;Wang et al., 2011b]. The embedded CRM in each GCM grid column is a
two-dimensional version of the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) [Khairoutdinov
and Randall [2003]]. Therefore, convection is assumed to be resolved in the SP models,
in which large-scale and convective rainfall are not generated by separate schemes, but
rather produced by the embedded CRMs. During each GCM time step (every 10 min),
the CRM is forced by the large-scale temperature and moisture tendencies arising from
GCM grid-scale dynamical processes and feeds the cloud response back to the GCM gridscale as heating and moistening terms in the large-scale budget equations for heat and
moisture. The CRM runs continuously using a 20 s time step with cyclical boundary
conditions within each cell.
CLUBB has been further implemented into the CRM component of this version of
SPCAM that works with two different microphysical configurations [Wang et al., 2015].
One includes the two-moment cloud microphysics scheme in the CRM component coupled with the model aerosol treatment, mainly aerosol-cloud interactions [Wang et al.,
2015] (“SAM2MOM”) using the Explicit Clouds Parameterized Pollutants representation of cloud effects on the aerosol [Wang et al., 2011b] and uses the RRTMG radiation
scheme in CAM5 for radative transfer calculation on the CRM grids. The other configuration uses the single-moment cloud microphysics scheme with no aerosol treatment
in the SAM CRM (SAM1MOM). The CRM uses the radiation scheme used in CAM,
Version 4 [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Khairoutdinov et
al., 2008]. There are some adjustments to both single-moment (SAM1MOM) and twomoment (SAM2MOM) cloud microphysics schemes when they are coupled to CLUBB
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due to the fractional cloudiness diagnosed by CLUBB [Wang et al., 2015]. To reduce
computational expense, CLUBB is activated every third CRM time step; thus the time
step that CLUBB uses is 1 min. Tendencies output from the CLUBB at each CLUBB
time step are applied uniformly over all three CRM time steps [Larson et al., 2012]. For
other technical details, refer to [Wang et al., 2015].
In this study, we perform six model experiments, i.e., CAM5 (CM), CAM5_CLUBB
(CM_CL), MMF with two-moment microphysics: SPCAM_SAM2MOM (SP2) and SP
CAM_SAM2MOM_CLUBB (SP2_CL), MMF without aerosol treatment: SPCAM_S
AM1MOM (SP1) and SPCAM_SAM1MOM_CLUBB (SP1_CL).The simulations are
performed for 10 years with SST prescribed as climatology. The models are run at a
horizontal resolution of 1.9o x2.5o with 30 vertical levels. The embedded CRM includes 32
columns at 4-km horizontal grid spacing and 28 vertical layers coinciding with the lowest
28 CAM levels. The model aerosol treatment with three-mode representation is chosen,
which is documented in [Liu et al., 2012].
We use several observational data sets and reanalysis to compare with the results
from the six models. The rainfall data sets are the monthly data from Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) for the years of 1979–2014 [Adler et al., 2003];
http://precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/] and 3-hourly data from Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) for the years of 1998-2014 [Kummerow et al., 2000]. The TRMM latent
heating data used in this study is given by the TRMM 2H25 product for monthly profiles and 3G25 product for 3-hourly profiles, both of which provide 19 vertical levels of
latent heating data derived using the Spectral Latent Heating algorithm (SLH) at each
orbital grid point along the TRMM precipitation radar’s swath. Radiative fluxes are from
the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) Energy Balanced and Filled
(EBAF) for the years of 2000-2014 (http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov). ERA-Interim is a
reanalysis spanning from 1979 to present [Dee et al., 2011]. The MERRA reanalysis has
been produced by Global Modeling and Assimilation Office of NASA based on the Goddard Earth Observing System, version 5 (GEOS-5) [Rienecker et al., 2011], covering the
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satellite era (1979–present).

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Climatological behavior
Figure 6.1 shows the climatological rainfall biases relative to GPCP rainfall data during
December-Feburary (DJF) for the six different models (Table 1). In CM, large dry biases
can be observed in the Southern Amazonia region, while with CLUBB, the biases are
significantly alleviated. With the superparameterization, the two-moment configuration
SP2 decreases the dry biases, but over the eastern tropical South America increases the
wet biases. With the one-moment configuration, SP1 shows stronger dry biases than CM,
but its dry bias is replaced by wet bias when it is coupled with CLUBB. Such a large
swing between dry and wet biases shows a strong sensitivity of rainfall to the treatment
of cloud microphysics and atmospheric boundary layer processes and shallow convection.
The only differences among the six versions of the CAM5 are their treatments of
convective and cloud processes, the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and shallow clouds
and the influence of aerosols on clouds. Thus, the rainfall difference among different
versions of CAM5 is dominated by the differences of these physical processes. However,
changes of diabatic heating due to the changes of rainfall and clouds in and outside
of the southern Amazonia domain, can drive changes in the large-scale circulation and
advection between different versions of CAM5. The resultant moisture transport can
provide feedback to rainfall difference. Thus, the rainfall and cloud changes among the
six versions of CAM5 shown in this study can be indirectly influenced by changes of the
large-scale circulation, in addition to the direct influences of changes in convective and
cloud processes.
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Figure 6.1: Climatological rainfall (mm/day) during December-February (DJF) of (a) GPCP
and (b) TRMM observations. Climatological precipitation biases (mm/day) during DJF of (c)
CM; (d) CM_CL; (e) SP2; (f) SP2_CL; (g) SP1; (h) SP1_CL compared with GPCP. Overlaid
vectors are wind biases at 850 hPa compared with ERA-Interim reanalyses. The black box
denotes the study region (5o -15o S, 50o -70o W).
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Figure 6.2: Seasonal cycle of (a) precipitation (PRECT, mm/day), (b) total precipitable water
(TMQ, kg/m2 ), (c) surface temperature (TS, K), (d) surface sensible heat flux (SHFLX, W/
m2 ), (e) surface latent heat flux (LHFLX, W/ m2 ), (f) sum of (d) and (e) (SHFLX+LHFLX,
W/ m2 ), (g) net solar flux at surface (FSNS, W/m2 ), (h) net longwave flux at surface (FLNS,
W/m2 ), (i) difference of (g) and (h) (FSNS-FLNS, W/m2 ), (j) low cloud fraction (CLDLOW,
%), (k) shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF, W/m2 ), (l) longwave cloud forcing (LWCF, W/m2 )
over the southern Amazon domain from the observations and six models listed in Table 1.
Observational data sets: precipitation is from GPCP; low cloud fraction is from Cloudsat; total
precipitable water, surface sensible and latent heat flux are from ERA-Interim; shortwave cloud
forcing, net solar and longwave flux at surface and longwave cloud forcing are from
CERES-EBAF (dashed lines in c and d are from ERA-Interim for comparison); MERRA,
JRA-55 and NCEP reanalyses are shown as black dashed lines in d-f.
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Figure 6.2 shows the seasonal cycle of precipitation, clouds, radiative fluxes and surface fluxes over the southern Amazon domain (5˚S-15˚S, 50˚-70˚W) in the six model
configurations and observations. CM has dry biases for precipitation simulations during
both wet and dry seasons (Figure 6.2a). CLUBB consistently reduces the dry bias in CM,
SP2 and SP1 in the wet season (November-March). The SP models have shown strong
sensitivity to cloud microphysics, i.e., only SP2 helps alleviate the dry biases of precipitation over the southern Amazon during the wet season. SP2_CL produces the most
rainfall among the six models. However, dry biases during the dry season (May-August)
and the dry-to-wet transition season (September-October) still exist.
Changes among different CAM5 versions, as shown in Figure 6.2 as an example, are
sensitive to the analysis spatial domain size. The spatial domain chosen in this study
aims at examination of the low rainfall bias over Amazonia. Increasing the domain size
for analysis would likely reduce the rainfall difference among the different versions of
CAM5, as implied by Figure 6.1.
Because of the strong inter-dependence between precipitable water, clouds, rainfall and
land surface conditions, we evaluate how seasonal cycles of clouds and surface fluxes vary
among the six models. We first evaluate whether their dry rainfall biases are due to lack
of moisture in the atmosphere, as represented by precipitable water. Figure 6.2b shows
that precipitable water is not undererstimated in the wet season and that the models with
the least dry rainfall bias, SP2_CL and SP1_CL, have the highest precipitable water.
However, in the dry season, all the models have severely underestimated precipitable
water. Precipitable water does not vary with the different treatments of shallow and deep
convection in the dry season. However, the models with the smallest dry bias in the wet
season, i.e., SP2, and SP2_CL, also show more rapid increase of precipitable water with
the dry to wet season transition during September-October. The surface solar flux (Figure
6.2g) is mostly underestimated during late wet season (December-April), and strongly
overestimated, due to underestimate of clouds, during the dry season. The strongest bias,
i.e., overestimated surface solar flux, occurrs during the dry-to-wet transition season.
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Again, the models with least rainfall bias, i.e., SP2_CL, SP2, SP1_CL, show the smallest
bias in surface solar radiation during the wet season. However, these models also show
the strongest high bias in surface solar radiation, or underestimation of clouds, in the dry
and transition seasons.
The surface net upward long wave flux is generally overestimated during both dry and
wet seasons (Figure 6.2h). Such bias can be explained by low biases of the precipitation,
total column moisture and cloudiness.
There is a large spread in surface sensible and latent heat fluxes in both reanalyses
and the six models (Figures 6.2d-f). The surface sensible flux is overestimated during
both wet and dry seasons, especially by the SP1 and SP1_CL, compared to ERA-Interim
(Figure 6.2d). The surface latent flux is consistently underestimated during the dry and
dry-to-wet transition seasons in all the six models by as much as 45%, compared to that
of ERA-Interim, and about 20% or less compared with other reanalyses (Figure 6.2e).
The total surface heat fluxes are underestimated in CM and CM_CL, but overestimated
in the SP models (Figure 6.2f). These biases are the combined results of low bias in
higher surface temperatures (Figure 6.2c) asscociated with net surface radiation (Figure
6.2i) and drier soil moisture in the dry and the dry-to-wet transition seasons. SP2 and
SP2_CL overestimate the surface latent heat flux during the wet season (Figure 6.2e).
Despite large biases in the surface fluxes, surface temperature appears to have relatively
small biases among all the six models except for large warm biases during the dry-to-wet
transition season (Figure 6.2c), which is consistent with their overestimate of the net
surface radiation (Figure 6.2i).
How well do these models simulate clouds? Figure 6.2k shows that shortwave cloud forcings are overestimated (more negative) during the wet season, compared to the CERESEBAF observations. Generally, the models that strongly underestimate rainfall also strongly overestimate shortwave cloud forcing in the wet season i.e., CM and CM_CL. Overestimation in shortwave cloud forcing reduces net shortwave fluxes at the surface, leading
to less precipitation. The longwave cloud forcing is underestimated during the dry and
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Figure 6.3: Vertical profiles of annual mean biases of (a) specific humidity (Q, g/kg), (b)
temperature (T, K), (c) relative humidity (RELHUM, %), (d) vertical velocity (OMEGA,
mbar/day) over the southern Amazon domain in the six models compared with ERA-Interim.

transition seasons, consistent with underestimation of clouds implied by Figures 6.2g and
6.2k.
To give an overview of the biases of specific humidity, temperature, relative humidity
and vertical velocity, we show in Figure 6.3 the annual mean vertical profiles of these
biases in the six models compared with ERA-Interim reanalysis. All the six models have
dry biases in the lower troposphere and wet bias in the middle troposphere in both
specific humidity (Figure 6.3a) and relative humidity (Figure 6.3c). Both CLUBB and
SAM2MOM reduce the dry biases in the lower troposphere (below ~750 hPa), while
SAM1MOM makes the lower troposphere drier (Figure 6.3a). All the models have warm
biases in the atmosphere, and this bias is strongest in SP2 and SP2_CL (Figure 6.3b).
All the six models show strongly overestimated subsidence in the ABL (Figure 6.3d). All
models except SP2_CL (which shows the most realistic rainfall) also show somehow weak
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convection above the ABL. We note that the biases during the wet season are similar to
those of the annual mean shown here.
The effect of MMF and CLUBB in CAM5 on cloud distributions is investigated in
Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4a shows that in the wet season CLUBB in CAM5 increases cloudiness
in the middle and upper troposphere by as much as 20%, and reduces clouds in the lower
troposphere by as much as 10%, consistent with Figure 6.2j. However, CLUBB does not
change cloud distribution during the dry season. CLUBB in SP2 increases clouds in the
upper troposphere by about 10% relative to SP2 during the wet season (Figure 6.4b).
CLUBB in SP1 appears to have the least impact on cloud distribution (Figure 6.4c), only
increasing clouds by 5% in the upper troposphere in the late wet season (December-April).
MMF in CAM5 leads to decreases of clouds relative to CAM5 by as much as 20% above
the lower troposphere during the wet season (Figures 6.4d, 6.4f), especially for SP1. It
decreases clouds during the wet season, most in SP2_CL, and more so in SP1_CL than
in CM_CL (Figures 6.4e, 6.4g).
Figure 6.5 shows the latent heating profiles of the six models compared with TRMM
observations and ERA-Interim and MERRA reanalyses. The TRMM observations show
maximum heating at around 400 hPa during wet season. The latent heating is positive
during the dry season and dry-to-wet transition season. ERA-Interim does not have latent
heating archived, so we use for it the total diabatic heating minus the radiative heating.
ERA-Interim shows latent heating from surface to higher than 150 hPa, peaking around
500 hPa, during the wet season, which is slightly lower than that of TRMM (Figure
6.5b). Latent heating is smaller and shallower, but still positive, during the dry season.
Latent heating in MERRA is overall weaker than in ERA-Interim, but stronger in the
lower troposphere (Figure 6.5c). Based on Ling and Zhang [2013], both reanalyses show a
shallower peak of atmospheric diabatic heating over the South American sector than that
derived from atmospheric soundings. Despite the differences between TRMM observations
and the two reanalyses, they have a common feature of gradual transitions during the
wet-to-dry and dry-to-wet transition seasons. In contrast, latent heating drops sharply to
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Figure 6.4: Seasonal cycle of cloud fraction differences between the six models. (a-c) show the
difference due to CLUBB; (d-e) show the influence of SAM2MOM; (f-g) show the influence of
SAM1MOM, over the southern Amazon domain.
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nearly zero or even negative during the dry season in all the six models (Figures 6.5d-i).
The SP models produce too shallow latent heating (below 250 hPa) during the wet season
and strong latent cooling during the dry season (Figures 6.5f-i). SP2 increases latent
heating in the middle troposphere but decreases it in the upper troposphere (Figures 6.5f,
6.5g), which contributes to the downdrafts at the top of convection, as seen in Figure 6.3d.
It also reduces latent heating in the entire tropospheric column during the dry season,
which contributes to its stronger subsidence (Figure 6.3d) and underestimated rainfall
(Figure 6.2a). However, SP produces ABL heating during the dry-to-wet transition season.
CLUBB appears to overestimate latent heating between 700 hPa and 300 hPa during the
wet season (Figures 6.5e, 6.5g, 6.5i).
Figure 6.6 shows the observed and modeled probability density distribution of rainfall.
Among the six models, CM shows the greatest overestimation of the light to medium rainrates and underestimation of heavy and extreme rainrate, whereas SP2_CL best captures
the observed probability distribution of the rainrates, although it generates more extreme
precipitation events compared with observations and overestimates the frequency of very
light rain (Figure 6.6a). This is because SP2 substantially reduces the overestimation of
light and medium rainrate, and CLUBB further increases the frequency of heavy rainrates in the wet season (Figure 6.6b). In contrast, SP1 overestimates the frequency of light
rain, and underestimates the frequency of rainrates at all intensities in the wet season
October-March (Figure 6.6b). CLUBB further exacerbates the overestimation of light
rain, but increases the frequency of heavy to extreme rainrates in the wet season (Figure
6.6b). These changes of wet season rainrates are the main contributors to the changes of
the annual rainrate probability distribution among the six models (Figure 6.6a). During
the dry season (April-September), MMF improves the shape of the rainrate probability
distribution curves, but underestimates rainrates frequency at moderate intensities, and
overestimates the frequency of light rain (Figure 6.6c). CLUBB in SP1 further exacerabates the overestimation of light rain. It also reduces the low bias of the peak rainrates
in the wet season.
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Figure 6.5: Seasonal cycle of latent heating in the six models (d-i) compared with (a) TRMM
observations, (b) ERA-Interim and (c) MERRA reanalyses over the southern Amazon domain.
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Figure 6.6: Probability density function of precipitation over the Southern Amazon using
3-hourly datasets in the six models and observation during (a) all the year round; (b) wet
season; (c) dry season.
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In summary, the results in Figures 6.1-6.5 suggest that MMF and CLUBB in CAM5
can significantly improve rainfall, precipitable water by altering surface radiative fluxes,
cloud forcing and the latent heating profiles and weak convection above the ABL in the
wet season relative to the original CAM5. In fact, MMF can improve the low biases in the
surface solar flux, and increase temperature and latent heating in these seasons. For the
wet season, MMF appears to be most effective in improving the probability distribution
of rainrates, rainfall amount and latent heating by reducing the frequency of light rainrates and increasing frequency of medium to extreme rainrates. These improvments are
rather sensitive to the microphysical treatment in MMF. For example, while SP2 provides
a more realistic rainrate and latent heating, SP1 best captures the shape of the rainrate
distribution curve. CLUBB also moderately improves the rainrate probability distribution
by increasing the frequency of heavy rainrates and vertical velocity in the tropospheric
column.

6.4.2 Diurnal Cycle
Convection in the climate models with parameterized convection, including CAM5, tends
to develop faster and die faster than observed, leading to an earlier and shorter duration bias of the diurnal peak rainfall. To evaluate whether representation of the sub-grid
convective dynamics, as implemented by the SP models, and a unified treatment of planetary boundary layer turbulence, shallow convection, and stratiform clouds, as represented
by CLUBB, could reduce such a bias, we evaluate in Figure 7 the diurnal cycle of precipitation throughout the year over the south Amazon region in the six simulations against
TRMM. Here we use UTC time, which is 3 hours later than the local time at Sao Paulo,
Brazil (~ 46o W) and 4 hours later than the local time at Manaus (~ 60o W). TRMM
rainrate data shows that, during the wet season, the most intense rainfall occurs in the
late afternoon (~ 21 UTC time), and then decays gradually until the early morning (8-10
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Figure 6.7: Diurnal cycle of precipitation (mm/day, horizontal axis) and its seasonal variation
(vertical axis) over the southern Amazon from the six models and TRMM. X axis is
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) and y axis is the date. The dashed black lines denote the
hours when the peak precipitation occurs during each pentad.
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UTC) the following day (Figure 6.7a). During the dry season, rainfall occurs infrequently
and only in late afternoon. As shown in Figure 6.7b, CAM5 shows a daily maximum precipitation near noon at ~16 UTC time during a day and a substantially underestimated rain
rate during the wet season. Rainfall decays in the late afternoon, instead of late night.
The early morning rainfall during the wet season is thus also underestimated. During the
dry season, virtually no rainfall is simulated, so its late afternoon peak is missing. CLUBB
is able to improve the rainfall diurnal cycle by delaying the afternoon rainfall to ~18 UTC
and producing more rainfall in early morning (Figure 6.7c), presumably due to its ability
to better simulate the relation between the ABL and shallow clouds and thus moisture
transport from the ABL to free troposphere. However, the rain rate is still substantially
weaker than that observed. SP2 strongly increases the rain rate in the late afternoon, and
also produces morning rainfall during 6-10 UTC (Figure 6.7d). The intensity of afternoon
rainfall in SP2 is close to that observed. However, the afternoon peak rainfall is still too
early (~ 16-20 UTC) and somewhat stronger than observed. Also, its noctual rainfall is
largely missing compared with TRMM. When combining SP2 with CLUBB (SP2_CL),
the model produces the most realistic afternoon peak and more early morning rainfall,
although it generates a spurious late morning rainfall (~12-16 UTC). The diurnal cycle
of rainfall in SP1 and SP1_CL is similar to that in SP2 and SP2_CL, but with much
weaker rainrate for its afternoon peak. This result is consistent with the underestimation of medium to extreme rainrate distribution in the one-moment cloud microphysics
without treatment of aerosols (SAM1MOM) that is shown in Figure 6.6.
Latent heating profiles play a key role in determining the influence of deep convection
on the large-scale circulation. Thus, in Figure 6.8 we evaluate the time-altitude patterns
of latent heating from the six models against TRMM observations and ERA-Interim and
MERRA reanalyses during the late transition to wet season (October-March). TRMM
shows a peak of latent heating at around 18 UTC hour, with 4-6 K/day between 700-350
hPa (Figure 6.8a). ERA-Interim shows a strong diurnal peak of deep latent heating in
the troposphere in late afternoon, with 6-8 K/day between 700-350 hPa and 2-3 K/day
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Figure 6.8: Diurnal cycle of latent heating profiles in (a) TRMM (b) ERA-Interim (c)
MERRA and (d-i) the six models during wet season (Oct-Mar).
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between 300-200 hPa (Figure 6.8b), which is stronger than TRMM. From early morning
to noon, there is also about 1-2 K/day latent heating centered between 600 – 300 hPa,
which is weaker than TRMM. In MERRA, the latent heating are shallower and weaker,
and peaks earlier than that in TRMM and ERA-Interim in the afternoon but deeper
and stronger in the morning. In CM, the latent heating peaks in early afternoon with a
rate smaller than that in TRMM and the two reanalyses both between 600 – 300 hPa
and at 200 hPa (Figure 6.8d). In addition, CM overestimates the latent cooling in the
ABL. This is presumably due to the dry bias in the ABL shown in Figures 6.3a and
6.3c and resulting stronger evaporation of hydrometers. Such a weaker and lower diurnal
peak of latent heating can result in weaker response of the large-scale circulation to deep
convection. CLUBB embedded in CM enhances the latent heating to about 60% of that
in the reanalysis and also reduces the latent cooling bias in the ABL (Figure 6.8e). SP2
increases the peak latent heating rate in early afternoon to values higher but earlier than
that of TRMM (Figure 6.8f). However, the time period of such peak latent heating is
shorter and thus more realistic in comparing to TRMM observations. The layer of latent
heating from early morning to noon is weaker and lower. The spurous latent cooling in the
ABL is exacerbated compared to that in CAM5 and spurious upper tropospheric latent
cooling appears from early morning to noon. When CLUBB is added (SP2_CL, Figure
6.8g), the diurnal peak of latent heating is delayed by about 1 hour and raised somewhat
to 350 hPa, although the peak heating rate is reduced by about 1.5 K/day. The latent
heating in morning is larger but the ABL cooling still exists. Finally, when the SAM1MOM
is used rather than SAM2MOM (Figure 6.8h), the latent heating rate is reduced by
40-50% and the center of the latent heating become lower relative to SAM2MOM and
to the TRMM observations, respectively (Figures 6.8h and 6.8a). The impact of cloud
microphysical treatment appears to be less when CLUBB is included in the model. In
particular, SP1_CL retains the pattern of the diurnal cycle of the latent heating (Figure
6.8i) compared to SP2_CL (Figure 6.8g), although it reduces the magnitude of the peak
latent heating rate by 25% in late afternoon. Figure 8 suggests that the latent heating in
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Figure 6.9: Diurnal cycle of CIN and CAPE in ERA-Interim, MERRA and the six models
during wet season (Oct-Mar).

the six models is weaker than that of TRMM especially in the morning. Among them,
SP2 and SP2_CL outperform all other models, with SP2_CL better reproducing the
diurnal structure of the latent heating, but SP2 better reproducing the magnitude of the
rate of latent heating in late afternoon although with spurous morning latent cooling and
stronger afternoon latent heating in the ABL.
Figure 6.9 shows the diurnal cycle of CIN and CAPE in the six models. CIN and
CAPE calculated from the two reanalyses, ERA-Interim and MERRA in the same way
are also shown for reference. In CAM5, CLUBB decreases CIN and increases CAPE in
the afternoon. In SP2 and SP1, CLUBB delays the peak of CAPE. SAM2MOM increases
both CIN and CAPE, especially in the afternoon, which promote quick development of
deep convection; while it decreases CAPE in the morning, which is consistent with the
latent heating patterns shown in Figure 6.8f.
To understand whether the large-scale thermodynamic instability might cause the
changes of rainfall behavior between the different treatments of convection in CAM5, we
use moist static energy (MSE) to check the stability of the atmosphere in these models.
The MSE is defined as MSE = Cp T+Lv q+gz, where Cp is specific humidity of dry air at
constant pressure, T is temperature, g is gravity, z is geopotential height, and Lv is latent
heating of vaporization, q is specific humidity. The MSE profiles indicate the stability of
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Figure 6.10: Changes of the diurnal pattern of MSE in CAM5 during the wet season
(Oct-Mar) over the Southern Amazon (a-c) due to CLUBB; (d-e) due to SAM2MOM; (f-g) due
to SAM1MOM.

atmospheric columns based on the vertical distributions of temperature and moisture. A
positive difference of MSE suggests that the atmosphere is more saturated, warmer and
less stable (more CAPE), and can generate more precipitation.
Figure 6.10 shows the difference of the diurnal cycle of MSE between pairs of models.
In CAM5, CLUBB decreases MSE in the lower atmosphere during the morning and
increases MSE during the afternoon (Figure 6.10a); these differences are primarily due to
the changes of moisture (Figure 6.11a). In the super-parameterized models, CLUBB acts
to increase MSE during early morning and late evening (Figures 6.10b-c), when shallow
convection dominates. This increase is primarily due to moisture increase (Figures 6.11b-
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c). Such higher MSE can contribute to the increase of rainfall during this period. With
super-parameterization, lower atmospheric MSE increases significantly throughout the
day (Figures 6.10d-g), due to both higher humidity (Figures 6.11d-g) and temperatures
(Figures 6.12d-g), but humidity dominates in the ABL. This increases CAPE in the
afternoon (Figure 6.9b). The instability of the atmosphere in the super-parameterized
models is overestimated, leading to their high rainfall biases in the afternoon (Figures
6.7d, 6.7e).
Therefore, in terms of diurnal cycle of rainfall, SP significantly increases deep convection and precipitation in the afternoon, but it does not reduce the early bias of the diurnal
peak of the rainfall as much as CLUBB; CLUBB, on the other hand, improves the diurnal
cycle of rainfall by delaying the afternoon peak time and producing precipitation in the
early morning, due to a more gradual transition between shallow and deep convection. SP
can increase or even overestimate precipitation in the afternoon, but does not significantly
delay the timing of precipitation peak.

6.4.3 Interaction Between Rainfall and Environmental Conditions
Convection represents a key adjustment process for large-scale atmospheric circulation.
Thus, the interaction between convection and ambient large-scale atmospheric thermodynamic conditions represents the most important aspect of the convective parameterization.
Errors in representing such interactions can lead to rapid growth of the uncertainties in
both rainfall and large-scale circulation. To evaluate whether this interaction is adequately represented in the models, we compare the composited atmospheric conditions before
and after high and low precipitation events, respectively, in Figures 6.13-14. Here, high
rainfall occurences are defined as the days with daily precipitation anomalies exceeding
the one standard deviation thresholds. Only results of high rainfall composites are shown
here as low rainfall composites show exactly opposite signs. In observations, precipitation
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Figure 6.11: Same as Figure 6.10 but for moisture differences.
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over the South Amazon region follows anomalous high relative humidity in the entire
tropospheric column, peaking in the middle troposphere, starting as much as 90 hours
before high precipitation events (Figure 6.13a). The gradual deepening and strengthening
of high relative humidity prior to the deep convection suggests a possible moistening effect of convective congestus and transition to deep convection. The moistening by strong
rainfall also peaks in the middle troposphere during the 90 hours after the peak rainfall
events. In CAM5 (Figure 6.13b), the anomalous higher relative humidity prior to high
rainfall events is much weaker and confined to below 500 hPa. The sudden deepening of
the high RH layer suggests a lack of realistic transition from congestus to deep convection.
The moistening by deep convection is also much stronger and deeper than that of the
reanalysis. CLUBB reduces the lower relative humidity bias prior to high rainfall events
(Figure 6.13c), but still produces a pattern of shallow moist layer similar to that of CAM5
(Figure 6.13b). CLUBB further strengthens the overestimation of moistening of the deep
tropospheric column after high rainfall events in CM_CL (Figure 6.13c) and SP2_CL
(Figure 6.13e), compared to that of CM (Figure 6.13b) and SP2 (Figure 6.13d). SP2 is
able to capture the general pattern of the observed anomalous higher relative humidity
throughout the troposphere with a peak in the middle troposphere before high rainfall
events, especially in SP2_CL (Figure 6.13e), although it overestimates the anomalous
high RH (Figure 6.13d). This explains why SP2 has a quicker transition to deep convection and more realistic rainfall in the afternoon (Figure 6.7d). SP1 also improves the
simulations of RH anomalies before high rainfall events, but still produces biases in the
upper atmosphere (Figures 6.13f-g). Overall, SP2_CL best captures the pattern of anomalous high RH before and after high rainfall events, although it still overestimates the
moistening effect of convection after the high rainfall events (Figures 6.13a and 6.13e).
The results for low precipitation events almost mirror those for high precipitation events
shown here.
In Figures 6.14-6.15, we evaluate anomalous solar and longwave heating distributions
before and after high rainfall events, and cloud composites are shown in black contours.
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Figure 6.12: Same as Figure 6.11 but for temperature differences.
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Both reanalyses show a persistant anomalous solar cooling (Figure 6.14a) in the lower
troposphere and warming in the upper troposphere before and after high precipitation
events. Such patterns are consistent with influences of middle and upper tropospheric
clouds that absorb solar radiation in the upper troposphere and reduce the solar radiation reaching the lower troposphere (contours in Figure 6.14). The middle tropospheric
clouds also reduce upwelling longwave to the upper troposphere and increase downwelling longwave back to the lower troposphere (Figure 6.15). In the days before and after
the high rainfall events, CM and CM_CL simulate anomalous solar cooling and longwave
warming in the upper troposphere, and anomalous solar warming and longwave cooling in
the lower troposphere (Figures 6.14 b-c and Figures 6.15 b-c), opposite to that observed
(Figures 6.14a and 6.15a). However, SP2 and SP2_CL both capture the general patterns
of anomalous cloudiness, and thus solar and longwave heating as observed (Figures 6.14de and 6.15d-e). SP1 and SP1_CL produce opposite patterns during 10-30 hours before
high rainfall events compared with observations (Figures 6.14f-g and Figures 6.15f-g).
In summary, observations show increased relative humidity prior to deep convection
events. SP2 and SP2_CL appear to enable the models to capture this phenomenon. In
contrast, the CM and CM_CL tend to have more precipitation with more solar heating
in the low atmosphere, which is unrealistic. SP1 and SP1_CL without aerosol treatments
have biases in simulating those behaviors before the rainfall events. The results shown
here are consistent with Figures 6.7 and 6.8, which show a more realistic morning to
afternoon transition of rainfall.

6.5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this study, we conduct six numerical experiments to investigate the differences between
rainfall over Southern Amazonia simulated by CM, CM_CL, SP2, SP2_CL, SP1 and
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Figure 6.13: Time-vertical evolution of relative humidity anomalies (%) composited for high
precipitation events over the Southern Amazon, derived from (a) ERA-Interim, (b) MERRA,
(c-h) six models. Precipitation data used for a-b is from TRMM.
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SP1_CL. Low biases of rainfall in current state-of-the-art climate models over Southern
Amazonia have been documented [e.g., Li et al., 2006; Yin et al., 2013]. This paper
explores how different treatments of convection, namely the updated Zhang-McFarlane
scheme in CM, SP and CLUBB, affect rainfall biases over Amazonia. Our results suggest
that turbulence and shallow cloud schemes such as CLUBB that better simulate the
transition from shallow to deep convection, or including more realistic representations
of cloud and precipitation processes, aerosol effect, and convective dynamics such as SP,
can improve the rainfall diurnal cycle and reduce the low rainfall biases during the wet
season. They also better represent the transition between the dry to wet seasons than
does the traditional convective treatment in CM. The combination of both SP (especially
with aerosol treatments) and CLUBB (SP2_CL) produces the most realistic wet-season
rainfall, the relationship between convection and large-scale environment condition, and
anomalous radiative heating. However, none of these convective treatments are able to
reduce the dry bias during the dry season over Amazonia.
Observational studies have suggested that aerosol can invigorate and increase lifetime
of deep convection over the tropical continents [e.g., Lin et al., 2006; Chakraborty et
al., 2016]. However, assessing the physical and dynamical feedbacks involved in aerosolcloud-precipitation interactions in climate models such as entrainment and evaporative
cooling is quite difficult [e.g., Ackerman et al., 2014]. Our simulations show that CM
with 2-moment cloud physics and aerosol effect in stratiform clouds only, as well as SP
with 1-moment cloud microphysics without aerosol effect do not significantly reduce the
dry bias. Only SP with 2-moment cloud microphysics and aerosol effect in all cloud type
(especially convective clouds) can significantly remove the dry bias but not for the dry
season. These results suggest the importance of the cloud microphysics and aerosol effect
on convective and all cloud types for adequately modeling rainrate over Amazonia. Similar
results by Lim et al. [2014] comparing simulations over East Asia with and without cloud
microphysics and aerosol effect in the ZM scheme also support our findings. Lim et al.
[2014] noted that when cloud microphysics and aerosol effect are included in the ZM
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Figure 6.14: Same as Figure 6.13 but for shortwave heating anomalies (K/day). Overlaid
black lines represent cloud fraction composites: dash lines represent negative anomalies with an
interval of 0.01% and solid lines represent positive anomalies with an interval of 0.05%.
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scheme, convection detrains more cloud water and ice mass, which increases precipitation
from the stratiform clouds.
With CLUBB, low biases of humidity in the lower troposphere are significantly improved. The resultant stronger lower tropospheric instability (Figure 6.10) with the increased MSE likely contributes to more rainfall and high clouds. SP makes the atmosphere
more unstable with higher atmospheric temperatures and more moisture, further generating more deep convection and allowing the growth of more extreme convection. All
the six models except for CM_CL have dry biases and thus lack condensation and latent
heating in the boundary layer.
In terms of the diurnal cycle, the superparameterization significantly increases deep
convection and precipitation in the afternoon, but rainfall still peaks earlier than observed,
while CLUBB exhibits delays in the afternoon peak time and more precipitation in the
early morning. CLUBB simulates an intermediate transition stage from shallow to deep
convection and from deep to shallow convection, which helps the deep convection to grow
and decay more gradually, thus delaying the peak time and increasing the period of
precipitation events. SP can increase or even overestimate precipitation in the afternoon,
but only delays the timing of the precipitation peak by two hours.
The reasons for the precipitation changes in implementing CLUBB and SP are investigated in terms of instability and moisture fields. The SP models generally produce
more moist static energy, primarily due to higher humidity. The changes in mean precipitation amounts generally correspond to changes in the moist static energy fields, which
reflect the fact that the change in atmospheric stability might be a primary reason for
the changes in precipitation simulations.
In observations, relative humidity is increased prior to deep convection events. Only
SP2 (SP2 and SP2_CL) can capture this phenomenon. Thus SP2 is the best model to simulate the transition to deep convection in the afternoon (Figure 6.7d). The biases remain
with CM and CM_CL, since they tend to underestimate precipitation and overestimate
solar heating in the low atmosphere. Also, the cloud microphysics with aerosol treatment
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Figure 6.15: Same as Figure 6.14 but for longwave heating anomalies (K/day).
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helps to improve the simulations significantly, especially the development of convection.
Recently a unified formulation of large-scale GCMs and local-scale CRMs has been gradually used in global atmosphere models [e.g., Arakawa and Konor, 2009; Arakawa et al.,
2011; Arakawa and Wu, 2013]. Comparison between conventional GCMs and Multiscale
Modeling Frameworks becomes increasingly important in improving multiscale atmospheric modeling. The comparison between CM, CM_CL, SP2, SP2_CL, SP1, SP1_CL
presented here provides new evidence for how improvements in convection, microphysics,
and aerosol-cloud parameterizations can help improve the precipitation simulations over
the Southern Amazon region in the context of global models.
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Chapter VII
Conclusions and future vision
7.1 Summary
This dissertation focuses on understanding what controls the stratospheric water vapor
variability over NH monsoon regions and model-simulated dry biases over Southern Amazonia from the perspective of convection. Along with those, it systematically quantifies
the relationships between convection and diabatic heating globally. Thus, the dissertation
is divided into three main parts.
The first part (chapter 2) investigates the variability of diabatic heating and its relationships with transient deep convection (using OLR as a proxy for observed convection).
The results are consistent among different reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55 and MERRA2). In the troposphere, the dominant variability of diabatic heating is tied to latent
heating, which is parameterized in large-scale models. Our analyses find strong negative
correlations between latent heating and OLR over the tropics and storm track regions.
Composited values show that the magnitude of tropical diabatic heating linked to the
strongest convection is somewhat different among the reanalyses. In the stratosphere
diabatic heating is dominated by the radiative components, and we find enhanced LW
radiative cooling tied to tropospheric convection, which was interpreted as a consequence of the reduced LW heating in the lower stratosphere in the presence of high clouds.
Our study quantifies these relationships in global reanalysis data sets, and highlights how
convection and clouds systematically influence diabatic heat budgets in the stratosphere.
The second part (chapters 3 and 4) studies the natural (subseasonal) variations of
water vapor in the NH monsoon regions and their links to deep convection and large-scale
temperatures and circulation, to understand processes that maintain the climatological
behavior. It is shown that strong subseasonal variations in stratospheric water vapor are
closely linked with deep convection in the monsoon regions, with the surprising result
that stronger convection leads to a relatively dry stratosphere and weaker convection
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to a wetter stratosphere. This result is observed for both the Asian and NA monsoon
regions. This behavior is explained by temperature changes in the stratosphere tied to deep
convection: stronger convection leads to relatively cold temperatures in the subtropical
lower stratosphere, which is the key region controlling large-scale dehydration within
the anticyclonic monsoonal circulations. Likewise, weaker convection leads to warmer
subtropical stratospheric temperatures, relatively less dehydration, and enhanced water
vapor.
Aside from the dominant role of local temperatures changes, the variation of the dehydration locations plays a significant role in both the intraseasonal and early-to-late
summer moistening of the LS over the Asian monsoon region, especially its west-east
oscillation. In particular, the dehydration locations vary with time and are characterized
by a westward migration from the Southeast Asia monsoon region with colder temperatures in May to northwestern India with warmer temperatures in August. The geographic
shift of the dehydration center to the western Asian monsoon region with warmer tropopause temperatures could increase water vapor significantly. And this is comparable to
the influence of local temperature changes. Therefore, we may underestimate the water
vapor variations solely based on the large-scale temperature changes without considering
the changes of dehydration statistics associated with the large-scale circulation changes.
The third part (chapters 4 and 5) focuses on the dry biases over Southern Amazonia.
Chapter 5 explores the causes of dry biases over Southern Amazonia in climate models by
using hindcast approach. Results show that dry bias is present by day 2 (24 to 48 hours)
of model integrations and is very robust for all the seasons with largest bias magnitude
during the southern summer (Dec-Feb, wet season). The bias pattern and magnitude show
sub-seasonal variations, which are related to dynamical wind regimes on sub-seasonal time
scales during the summertime. Further analysis on the regional water budget and diabatic
processes show that the near-surface-warm biases and weak moisture convergence that
exist since day 2 may be significant factors influencing the dry biases. The low biases of
humidity are contributed by both physical components (shallow convective scheme and
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Zhang-McFarlane convective scheme, and maybe weak turbulence term), and dynamics
(moisture convergence). A further comparison between model simulations and fluxnet
observations indicates an underestimate of sensible heat flux and overestimate of latent
heat flux over the Southern Amazonia.
Chapter 6 further studies the influence of different parameterization schemes on rainfall simulations over Southern Amazonia in climate models - the Community Atmosphere Model Version 5 (CAM5) with a higher-order turbulence closure scheme, named
Cloud Layers Unified By Binomials (CLUBB), and a Multiscale Modeling Framework
(MMF) with two different microphysics configurations. The two different microphysics
configurations in MMF are the one-moment cloud microphysics without aerosol treatment (SAM1MOM) and two-moment cloud microphysics coupled with aerosol treatment
(SAM2MOM). Results show that both MMF-SAM2MOM and CLUBB effectively reduce the low biases of rainfall, mainly during the wet season, and reduce low biases of
humidity in the lower troposphere with further reduced shallow clouds. The latter enables more surface solar flux, leading to stronger convection and more rainfall. MMF,
especially MMF-SAM2MOM, unstablizes the atmosphere with higher atmospheric temperatures in the atmospheric boundary layer, asscociated with more moisture, allowing
the growth of more extreme convection and further generating more deep convection.
MMF-SAM2MOM significantly increases rainfall in the afternoon; CLUBB significantly
delays the afternoon peak time and produces more precipitation in the early morning,
due to more gradual transition between shallow and deep convection. MMF appears to
be able to realistically capture the observed increase of relative humidity prior to deep convection, especially with its two-moment configuration. In contrast, in CAM5 and
CAM5 with CLUBB, occurrence of deep convection in these models appears to be a result
of stronger heating rather than higher relative humidity.
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7.2 Future work
Many aspects of convection are yet to be understood by using both observations and
model simulations:
1. We have quantified the influence of convection on diabatic heating in reanalyses.
However, we do not know what the relationships are in current climate models. The
results in this dissertation are very important to evaluate model behavior on convection
and precipitation biases, as well as their interactions with large-scale circulations in both
the troposphere and stratosphere.
2. Our ability to understanding the variability of stratospheric water vapor and its
links with convection and large-scale circulation strongly relies on satellite observations.
An alternative way is to use a domain-filling forward trajectory model, which has been
shown to have reasonable agreement with satellite observations. However, the role of
direct convective injection is not included in the model and thus not well understood.
Therefore, seperating and quantifying the effects of convection, large-scale circulation
and temperatures on global stratospheric water vapor will need more efforts.
3. Asian monsoon and North American monsoon regions are two regions with intense
deep convection during NH summer. Understanding the influence of monsoons on global
stratospheric water vapor is foundamental and should be interesting to a large community.
For example, do monsoons dry or moisten the stratosphere? And how do changes in
monsoons influence the global stratospheric water vapor?
4. Although we have detected the robust dry biases over Southern Amazonia in the
CAM5 using hindcast approach and highlighted some possible contributions from model parameterizations and dynamics. We still don’t know the root causes of biases, for
example, which processes in the parameterization are responsible for the dry bias. Future
work should include sensitivity experiments to test each component and its contribution
to cloud, convection and rainfall biases.
5. We have studied the influence of different parameterization schemes on rainfall
simulations over Southern Amazonia and provide vision for future model devolopment.
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But our study mainly focuses on local impacts through cloud and radiation feedbacks.
How large-scale circulation changes in different parameterization schemes and how the
changes impact our understanding on local rainfall changes are to be identified.
6. The interactions between convection, aerosols and cloud are the source of much of
the uncertainty surrounding predictions of climate variability. More evaluations should
be conducted to fill gaps of the model representation in those processes.
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